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Letter from the Editors
The pandemic twisted us around and turned us upside down.
The entire Mosaic staff was forced to work from home, through zoom calls
with bad WiFi, Netflix stress binge sessions and endless strings of emails,
but we did it! Out of the ashes of 2020, we and our contributors brought
forth Mosaic’s 60th edition!
We wanted to celebrate life’s struggles and joys during this grim
year. There is no light without the darkness, and for some, it is only when
they enter the darkness that they can truly appreciate the light. And for
others, they find themselves best in the dark, and that’s okay too. This past
year has been an arduous process and serves as a reminder that what is
worthwhile may not always have an outcome. The process is the outcome.
We hope you are proud of your journey and celebrate your growth, while
mourning and moving forward from the losses you endured.
Thank you to our lovely contributors for their beautiful work,
and our amazing editors for their hard work! Mosaic simply would not
exist without you. Special thanks to poetry editor Samantha Park who
single-handedly formatted this edition.
Thank you also to the Creative Writing Department at UCR and
the faculty that helped us navigate working through the pandemic, along
with the Gluck Fellows Program and ASUCR for your support!
Keep on writing,
Layann Basileh
Shirlyne Ong
Jonny Rodriguez
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Our Complacent Heroes
Logan Grant

They are all high, drunk, half-naked, and bemoaning to constellations. They aren’t sure where they are but together. Los Angeles still.
Maybe not. This hill offers no signage, no houses, no life except themselves and the vouyvers of bugs, plants and maybe God. Maybe not. In the
distance below, gold shimmers like a lucid dream, a low hum of society
against the black indifference of night. Ice water spills sideways from a
cooler someone’s mom let them borrow. University backpacks litter the
dry grass. Budweiser soaks the pages of Paradise Lost, The Second Sex,
Manufactoring Consent, and a hundred dollar Pearson book. A whisper of
wind spreads the perfume of booze, weed, and fire. They stumble around
a fading campfire and lopsided tents. They laugh. They cry. They think
carefully and drink recklessly. If they all were to die suddenly, that would
be okay with them.
Lucy, dirty and 21, stands tall in jean shorts and a bra, gazing into
the sky. She swears she sees her family among the stars. “The starlight is
just like my love for my father,” she says.
“Dead but burning light on- *hiccup*” She laughs hysterically, clutching
her gut.
Inside one of the tents, the giggling Gloria pushes the tipsy Brock
away as playfully as she can.
Trey and Dylan, in nothing but boxers and backwards flatbills,
lay atop their letterman jackets and behold the midnight, passing a blunt
between them. Their heads lay on each other’s bruised shoulders.
Gloria refuses Brock’s kisses.
Ashton holds Ashley’s hair behind her ears as she pukes. After
gasping for air, Ashley laughs, “this is fun.” Ashton agrees though she
didn’t hear what her twin had said. She takes a selfie, peace signing, then a
picture of Ashley heaving over vomit and dirt. Gloria refuses
Brock’s kisses.
Desmond, shoulders back and chest forward, passes Lucy his
vape. She passes him The Prince, faded and crinkled, from her bra. He
ignites a lighter beside the book and his stubbled chin. He sighs “my dad is
dead, thank god.”
Brock covers Gloria’s mouth.
Trey and Dylan begin dozing off. Laying on their backs, they chuckle back
and forth though nothing was said. Dylan is out first. Trey struggles to
stay awake, focusing on one particular star. He feels it’s glimmering like its
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hand. Everyone still awake drinks themselves to sleep. Gloria drinks the
most, needing four bottles before finally tasting alcohol.
Kelli’s Dilemma
Kelli contemplates the suffering of the systematically disadvantaged, her
own complacency in their suffering, and the cinnamon redolence of her
mother’s apple pie parading through her room from the kitchen. She
slams the door shut, then marches over to the arduous, monstrous moral
conundrum humming from her laptop screen. In one tab, a Vermont
Senator asks for her help once again. In another, a shelter house pleas for
her donation. In the final tab, an infinitesimal number pouts beneath the
words “Checking Account.” She flickers and lingers on each site five
times, then digs both her hands through her knotted hair, grits her teeth,
and growls. She ponders the impact of shelter houses, the impact of
presidential campaigns, of shelter houses, of campaigns, of making choices
while hungry, then flirts with an imaginary pie, eyes the hall to the kitchen, then her laptop, the kitchen, the laptop, the kitchen, then gives her
number to the imaginary pie, bolts up and towards the hall, stops after one
step, stands completely still, realizes she’s holding her breathe, remembers
to breath, takes her number back from the pie and bolts back down to her
chair and flickers through each tab six more times.
Kelli slumps into the chair and spins herself in circles. The charity
is guaranteed to alleviate suffering for the systematically disadvantaged.
But the Senator has a chance to greatly alleviate suffering for the systematically disadvantaged. But that’s only if his campaign is successful. But the
more money his campaign gets, the more likely it’ll be successful. And the
campaign doesn’t just affect America, but America’s foreign diplomatic
relations too. And if a supreme court judge dies, as they so often do, a new
judge will be appointed for the rest of their lives, deciding who and who
doesn’t have these rights or those rights, which could greatly alleviate the
systematically disadvantages’ suffering or could greatly exacerbate the
systematically disadvantages’ suffering. So if the campaign is successful,
there’s a chance that suffering is greatly alleviated, but if the campaign is
unsuccessful, there’s almost a guarantee that suffering is greatly exacerbated. But! Even despite contributing, the campaign could be unsuccessful
though her contribution does make success more likely but to only some
immeasurable, unknowable, unforeseeable, and perhaps ultimately redundant extent.				
Oppressed by the ambiguous
weight of her own democratic influence, Kelli slams her face into the desk.
“Ow.”
Without lifting her head, she turns so that her cheek is squished
into the desk and stares longingly at the hall. Her stomach growls. She
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light is about to extinguish permanently. But it’s only his eyes beginning to
shut. He whispers spontaneous poetry, trying to capture into words what
he cannot capture into thought.
Gloria can’t scream but only murmur.
“You were right, that shit sucks” Lucy points to the paperback.
Her head lays on Desmond’s shoulder and he flickers through the book
with one hand, holding his lighter in the other. The flame guides his eyes.
“Told you not to take poli-sci.”
Brock undoes his jeans.
Ashley chugs the water Ashton handed her then throws the bottle
over her shoulder. “Don’t throw it on the ground, dumbass.” Ashley blinks
in confusion and Ashton angrily returns her dumbfounded expression.
“That plastic is gonna end up in the ocean. Pick it up and throw it in our
car or something. We’ll recycle it tomorrow.” Ashley does what she is told
but stops to puke.
Brock’s flesh stuffs Gloria’s mouth.
Desmond clears his throat of flem and smoke. He begins reading in the middle of a sentence in a mocking voice. “Because fortune is
a woman, and if you wish to keep her under it is necessary to beat and
ill-use her; and it is seen that she allows herself to be mastered by the
adventurous rather than by those who go to work more coldly.” Lucy crinkles her face in happy contempt.
Gloria cries.
“Fuck poli-sci,” Lucy snorts. Her and Desmond both smile. They pull
themselves closer together.
Gloria cries.
“You don’t mind if I...” Desmond hovers his lighter beneath the
book. Lucy gasps. As the first page begins to burn, they laugh. “No! That’s
a rental!” Lucy pretends to protest. Gloria becomes too tired to struggle.
Ashley fades into unconsciousness, gibbering something about
Friedan and Kardashians before drifting into snores. Ashton kicks Ashley
on her side. She snaps a picture of Ashley and then two of herself.
Brock finishes.
Trey startles, eyes wide open. He surveys everything, glancing at
the comatosed Dylan, the fallen Ashley, the burning literature, the laughing drunks, the beer and vomit drenched grass, and the shuffling tent.
The thought of Brock and Gloria reminds him of something from ecology
though he doesn’t know what. He lays back down, exhausted.
Brock leaves but Gloria does not.
The book is almost complete ash when Lucy and Desmond fall
over each other. They roll around in laughter, rolling over the burning
book and scattered ants. Brock lumbers towards them, three beers in
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growls back. Her cheek is numb. A smiling, dancing caricature of apple pie
singsongs its way across her mind in every direction. Left to right, right
to left, up then down, close then far away, as if the option is leaving her
forever. Her stomach growls again. Pushing herself up, her chair swivels
backwards and her desk-planted hands partially elevate her before she
freezes, (cheek still firmly anchored to desk). A cold downpour of guilt
freezes her. How can she be thinking about eating at a time like this, 4:23
PM, when the future of the world is at stake?! Does she dare feast on
all-american decadence while abandoning the needs of her fellow americans!? You selfish bitch. She kicks the chair back beneath her and slumps
down, back hunched and cheek squished.
Kelli’s head turns (squishing the other cheek) towards her laptop’s
nonchalant offer to change the world. The charity is guaranteed to alleviate
the suffering of the systematically disadvantaged. But fixing a problem
means fixing the causes of the problem, right? And the causes of the problem are embedded into the system, right? So, the system has to be fixed.
Right? Sheltering someone now fixes, at least partly, that person’s problem,
but only temporarily. Nothing is done to fix what caused the problem to
begin with. The problem, the suffering, is alleviated, not fixed, because the
system hasn’t changed. The system can’t change if the people in power and
their agendas don’t change.
But isn’t Kelli a person in power? Obviously, she’s a person and
because she has a choice, doesn’t that mean she has power? Power and
choice or whatever that poli-sci textbook was called. A decision obviously
means choice and having choices means having the power to
choose. So even though others have more power to make more choices,
she still has power within the system to choose... To choose what? To
choose how to spend her money? She has no money! Free will? Fuck off.
Her will isn’t free, it’s on house arrest at the house of the lower-middle
class. Sure, the house is flooded with distractions and toys but every toy
is made, chosen, and brought home by the masters, the people with more
power to make more choices than her, the people who make choices
for her. Maybe she has the power not to choose, to sit stubbornly in the
corner, ignore the system in motion, and starve herself to death while
everyone else chokes on their mother’s apple pie.
Kelli’s stomach growls again. She (finally) lifts her cheek off the
desk, and slams her head again, harder than before.
“Ow.”
She’ll think about it after pie.
It Was A Twix
Nothing was important about today except that yesterday was
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done, tomorrow was soon, and today was now but isn’t anymore. Despite
that, some people bothered living. “Because life is passing away every
second and the inevitability of death inches towards us every one of those
seconds, we do not truly have to face our consequences, or rather the
time spent facing our consequences are significantly shorter than the time
spent not facing our consequences. We are but mere mortal animals with
selfish impulses and savage appetites and because our time is limited and
our desires great, it’s logical to surrender to self-indulgence when there are
no consequences or when you can avoid consequences and that, mom, is
why I snicker with my stolen Snickers,” said the six-year-old.
“But what you forget, son, is that humans are social animals
who depend upon each other for survival. Families became tribes that
became towns that became cities that became city states that became
nations. Humans are animals, yes, but we are civilized animals because we
live in civilization like how wild animals are wild because they live in the
wild. Civilization is what made Snickers in the first place and civilization
depends on an adherence to accepted rules to remain civil. Breaking those
rules is a no-no. I’m driving back to 7/11 to make you return the Snickers.”
“But what you forget, mom-“
“Shut the fuck up, Daniel.”
Mother laid the candy bar atop the counter, the boy stared at
his feet, and the cashier didn’t look up from her phone for twenty-one
seconds.
“Hello. I’m returning this Snickers my son stole to uphold the
common civility essential to the survival and advancement of humanity.”
The cashier resumed playing on her phone with a sigh and
moans, “that’s a Heath bar.” But don’t listen to them. I think it’s a Whatchamacallit.
The Projection of Evil
The yellow sun burnt in a haze inches above the cornfield horizon as Blake
clutched the steering wheel with the same burning intensity. His teeth
pressed firm against each other, his eyebrows made a bushy downward
slope, and his arms stretched out unnecessarily and stiffly. The bright red
Chevy barrelled down the maddeningly straight back roads of rural Lousianna at seventy, eighty miles per hour with his mother’s remarks bumping
up and down in his head with every thump of the car. Periodically, the
GPS voice spoke out against the roaring engine and wailing wind to direct
the four wheeled flame through the occasional senseless turns. On top of
the dashboard, immoveable to all the motion, sat, as still as a mannequin,
a harmless hapless little fly.
Blake stared straight ahead of him, unaware of the fly. “Turn
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zon, descending faster and faster.
Blake’s right arm swept across his dashboard in a blaze and both
flies went airborne. One buzzed past his eyes then another. He swung his
left hand around the car in a rage but both flies escaped it. One landed on
Blake’s exposed neck, just above his shirt collar, so he launched his right
shoulder up to touch the side of his head, trying to crush the fly. As his
head turned along his shoulder, the other fly circled round his left ear.
Compulsively, Blake shouldered his left ear, moving his entire upper body
and the Chevy to the left. In an overwhelming paroxysm, Blake’s face went
red and he screamed at the flies, “God damn, stupid, fucking senseless
flying shiteaters!”
Then he paused, out of breath and saw one fly motionless on the
center console. “This fucking fly”, he mumbled to himself. He slowly raised
his right hand and made an open palm. But before Blake could strike, the
other fly zipped under his eyes, past his chapped lips, and
down in his throat. Blake gagged. Blake choked. He coughed and coughed
and coughed with all the force he could. In pain, Blake bent over to his
side, dry-heaving at eye level with the radio, his head beside the passenger’s seat. As Blake’s head shot to his right, so too did his hands, pulling
the steering wheel with them. The Chevy skewed off the road, going
airborne before crashing onto hundreds of green blades. Glass shattered.
Metal and flesh bent. A tree shuddered from impact. Collision rattled its
long, lanky branches and shook off leaves, leaving them to drift to the
ground gently. The two hapless, harmless little flies buzzed around the
pink and red wreckage of man and machine and the sun sank completely
below the horizon.
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right. At. County Road 112. In. Five miles.” Blake’s head snapped to his
holstered cellphone like he was a teacher and the phone was his rowdiest
student interrupting lecture for the hundredth time. Upon turning his
eyes, Blake spotted the fly and a spark ignited within him. With a red
knuckled fist and every ounce of boiling fire in him, he slammed his fist
down into the dashboard. The insect dodged the fist and began to recklessly swarm around the air, prompting Blake to recklessly swing his arms
around the air. He backhanded the fly from the air then brought his arms
back to his steering wheel, gripping the rubber lightly and feeling satisfied that he had no doubt defeated the bug. He resumed staring down the
barren road and sighed heavily. The engine’s roar soothed to a purr and
Chevy slowed to a stable sixty miles per hour. Blake glanced at his phone,
bitter to see the fly back on the dashboard in the same spot, looking back
at him with its own sense of curiosity.
“Turn right. At County Road 112. In. One mile.” The animatronic
voice sprung the fly into action. This time it flew past Blake’s ear, buzzing
at him like a mother nags, and causing his upper body to suddenly jerk
away from the damn noise. Blake flung his hand about the air again, now
with more fire but with the same futility. As if only to spite him, the bug
flew by Blake’s other ear but now a centimeter closer than before, increasing the nagging to the most grievous volume yet. Blake trashed about
more violently than before, swerving the car a bit with his head. When
the buzzing stopped, Blake stopped his trashing and surveyed the Chevy’s
interior, again finding the harmless hapless little fly upon the dashboard,
rubbing it’s nubby hands together.
“Recalculating.” Blake, bug-eyed, inspected his side mirror and
watched County Road 112 gradually be swallowed in the distance. The
dastardly dashboard fly gleamed upwards toward Blake. “Turn right. At.
County Road 1. In. Three miles.” Despite his vexation, Blake didn’t swat
at the fly again. Rather he stared grumpily at the open road ahead of him
while the fly rubbed its two front legs together deviously. The sun sank
little by little beneath the curvature of the earth.
Blake tried to focus on the road. He pushed down more aggressively on the gas and steered his anger eighty, ninety miles per hour past
an endless cornfield.
A buzzZZZZZZZZT sound struck Blake’s ears. He winced from
the suddenness and
severity, causing him to jostle, veering the Chevy left of center. The sound
ceased after Blake’s spasm, allowing him to begin the familiar frantic internal search to find where the poxy fly had landed. On top of his dashboard,
sitting close to one another in a comfortable, friendly fashion, were now
two harmless hapless little flies. A third of the sun was sliced by the hori22

Men of the Saguaro
Alexis I-Le Chamberlain

The desert valley was just coming into bloom in mustard yellows and fresh
reds not yet faded by the sun. Rain had come thick that year, and the grass
had taken a green hue. The mountain ridges were far enough to be tinted
blue as they bled into the sky, peppered with crags of black
rock and the dignified fingers of Saguaro cacti. The lizards were no longer
sluggish in their scrambling among the shrubbery, and the air had an
expectant heaviness because it knew summer was coming. Still, once in a
while, a breeze would unfurl from the mountains and roll down the sloping hillsides and lift the valley silence and the flowers would sway, naive.
The boy in the truck stop diner was also aware that summer was
coming. He paused drying glasses to wipe his forehead and glance at the
thermometer. He turned to open the windows, peering out a moment.
There was the distant sound of a car struggling up the road, a muted,
explosive curse, and the groan of the engine went dead.
The highway had a deserted look to it, battered and whitening
and cracked, shuddering with the occasional truck that rattled by. But now
there again was that far sound of slamming
doors and voices.
“Turn off the music a second,” the boy called back to the kitchen.
The man heard nothing over the rustic voice of the guitar.
“The music!” the boy called again, louder. “Turn it down.”
The radio went silent and a man’s grizzled head appeared in the
little window where the food was delivered to the bar. His face was red and
oily, eyes squinted. “What?” “I hear people up the road. I think their car’s
dead.”
The man disappeared from the window and came through the
curtain, wiping his beefy hands against his apron.
“Figure they need help?” the boy asked.
The screen door banged and a fly buzzed out with the man, the
sun glaring off his scalp. The boy stood by the window a moment, staring
out at the blue mountains as if in a trance. He was jostled from his revery
when the door to the diner opened again. An older, tired-looking girl was
standing there, twisting the hem of her shirt around her fist.
“Hey there,” he said, coming behind the bar.
The girl’s eyes came to rest mournfully on him, and she stayed
uncertainly on the threshold.
“Come and sit at the bar,” the boy said. He turned to take a glass
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off the shelf. “Can I get you some water?”
“Oh thank you, but I don’t have any money,” she said. Her eyes
clung to the glass hungrily.
“Don’t worry about it,” he said. He filled a glass from the tap and
set it on the bar. “We’ve been on the road since last night,” the girl said,
when she had finished half. Her short brown hair clung to her forehead
and she had flighty black eyes, thickly lashed and smudged with eyeliner.
“Our car keeps breaking down and my father doesn’t know a damn thing
about cars and your father said we should come up to the diner to get out
of the sun.” Her face was flushed red from sunburn and agitation. “It broke
down four times last night and today and my
father was able to get it running again but I’m not sure how much longer
we can last in it.”
The boy shook his head. “Where you folks coming from?”
“Virginia. We started driving a week ago.”
His eyebrows raised. “And where are you headed?”
She hesitated a moment. “My father keeps saying we should go
farther west. He probably won’t stop until we reach the coast.”
“If you don’t mind me asking—”
“Oh, you can ask whatever you want,” the girl said. “It’s been so
long since I’ve talked to another sane human being.”
The boy laughed again. His laugh had a soft, musical quality and
the girl’s shoulders began to lose their tension and her hands stopped
fidgeting.
“Why are you going west?” The boy braced his hands against the
counter and smiled easily.
Outside the sound of an engine coughing made them look out
the windows. The girl sighed, turning back to him again. “My father is a
restless type I guess. He’s taking us west because that’s how he is. Maybe
settle down in some city, get a steady job for once. I’m not planning on
staying where he’s headed anyway.”
She ignored his startled glance, drumming her fingers against the
counter, restless again. “How hot is it anyway?”
The boy glanced at the thermometer. “Ninety or so.”
“It feels hotter.”
“That’s probably because you’ve been in the sun.”
The girl was watching him. He was slender, with hair an uncertain color between brown and gold and eyes the peaceful blue of the
Arizona sky.
“Not much business?”
“We had a few for lunch and more come in for drinks. We should
expect a few to come in for dinner.”
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“My name is Raven,” she said, then added, “And I already know
yours is Paul. Your father told me.”
He smiled. “That’s a beautiful name. Have you seen the ravens
here?”
The girl’s lips parted and she gazed up at him, flushed. “No, I
haven’t. Most people disapprove of my name.”
Paul refilled her glass a second time. “They’re real beautiful birds,
the ravens. I think it’s a real nice thing, to be named after birds like them.”
Raven’s black eyes widened, fixed on Paul’s face. “You really think
so?”
He smiled. “And what do you think of Arizona?”
“It’s so spaced out. I haven’t seen much of anything. There really
isn’t a town or city anywhere near here. Where do you live?”
“Just a little further into the valley.” He gestured behind him
vaguely.
“Oh god,” she burst out. “I can’t even imagine living here.”
She glanced up at him quickly when he kept his silence. “You
can’t like it here, can you? I mean, there’s nothing here.”
Paul’s lips curled, but he still didn’t look at her.
“Paul,” Raven said suddenly, incredulous. “You never want to
leave this desert?” The boy said nothing, smiling at the expanse of heat
and dry land and blooming cacti. Raven watched his face, her gaze tracing
the line of his jaw, the golden hue of his skin, his lean, muscled frame
relaxed against the counter.
“Sometimes,” he said, eventually.
“Haven’t you ever left this valley?”
He laughed at her, lightly. “Of course. I’ve never gone far.”
“Don’t you want to see Hollywood? New York? Big-city life?
That’s where I’m headed. California. Hollywood.”
“You fixed on being a movie star?”
She looked away, her expression souring.
“I wasn’t laughing at you,” Paul said.
“Maybe. Maybe marry some tycoon. That’s where everything is
at, you know?” She practically glowed with intensity. “Hollywood. California,” she repeated, gaze distant. “That’s where I’m headed.”
“Good luck,” said Paul. He saw the two men making their way up
the lot to the diner. “What’s wrong with you?” Raven asked, jumping to
her feet, she slid her hand around her sweating glass, cupping the coldness
of it. She leaned across the counter, searching Paul’s face. “You never want
to go? You don’t want to live big?”
The door was jerked open and the two men came in, breathing like winded dogs, sweat rolling off of them in rivulets. Raven turned
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quickly, taking a step back from the bar. Paul grabbed two beers from the
fridge.
“Good, good, Paul,” the red man said, seeing the cold beer.
The new man was dark-eyed like Raven, brown-haired and
sunburned, with coldly intelligent eyes. He was thinner, two, with a wild
intensity that seemed to amplify his daughter’s. Paul was cracking open a
can of beer without hurrying, his father coming to lean against the bar,
posture at ease.
“He old enough to run the bar?” the thin, cold-eyed man questioned, eyeing Paul. Paul straightened his back, watching the newcomer
quietly.
“He’s seventeen,” said Paul’s father, disappearing behind the curtain. “I used to have more help back in the day. We handle it just fine alone
now. He doesn’t touch any of the drink anyway. Never could stomach it.”
The girl was still standing, tense. “The car?”
“A lemon,” came the voice from the kitchen. “I was telling your father, Raven, that it’s a work of the Lord that you got this far on that piece of junk. I
was telling your father, but he is a headstrong man and won’t listen.”
“What are we going to do then?” she said, voice rising. “We have
so long to go . . .” “We will stay the night with Jeremy and his son, as he so
kindly offered, and then we will be on our way.” The thin man’s face was
tight, his eyes fixed on the window behind the bar. The silence
lengthened.
“Come and put some patties on the grill for our guests, Paul,”
Jeremy finally called from the kitchen. Paul hurried to obey, without looking at Raven. She sank down onto a stool, her fingers closing around her
empty glass.
The air was blazing under the setting sun; reds and oranges
crowning the scattered cholla cacti with downy halos. Smears of frosty
purple lined the horizon against the deeper blue, and above it the clouds
were dipped in pink cream. A cool wind washed over the brown country
and carried with it the smells of wet earth and something wilder—scraping past the touch of man to the feral, raw spirit of the earth. And the great
Saguaro, king of all the valley vegetation, pointed stolidly to the greater
heavens.
The highway was distant and the murmuring conversation from
inside the small, faded green house was hushed enough to hear the desert
grasses breathe. They spoke in whispers, too soft to discern words, but
Paul’s eyes were dreamy and his face content, as if he knew he was the only
one who could hear the valley speak. He sat on the stone porch, his face
tipped back to receive the last beams of sunlight, his body etched out in
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gold.

“Hey,” the girl said, standing behind him. She had stood there
nearly a minute before speaking, just looking at him.
He turned, then stared. She was wearing a white, ribbed undershirt and worn-out overalls too big for her, rolled at the bottoms. She was
meticulously clean, her brown hair damply curling around her face. She
took a step forward, uncertain. She came and sank down on the porch
beside him, quickly, her knee bumping his.
“I hope you don’t mind me borrowing some of your clothes.
Mine were so dirty I couldn’t put them on after showering. It would be ridiculous, wouldn’t it?” She touched the place in the knee where the fabric
had worn down to threads, and his eyes followed the movement.
She saw that he was looking and angled her body towards the
sunset so she too was gilt in light. “You’re so quiet.”
Paul’s lips parted and he looked into the valley. Almost immediately his gaze was drawn back to her, like magnetism. “I’m sorry. I guess
you startled me a bit.”
“That cactus,” she said, sudden, gesturing with her chin at the
Saguaro that stood erect beside the porch, breathless. “It’s massive. How
old is it?”
“Old. Older than the house. A hundred years, maybe.” A touch of
warmth came into his eyes. “I call him the Old Man.”
Raven laughed. “God,” she exclaimed. “The sunset is gorgeous.
It’s okay to see on the road but we’ve never stopped to just watch it.”
Paul offered no reply. She turned to him, looking as if she was
trying to say something but didn’t know how to say it. “It . . . doesn’t seem
like you see a lot of people.” “We go into town every other day or so.”
“I imagine you don’t see many girls,” she said, softly, her lips
curving. Her hair was tousled by the breeze, her skin glowing with life,
and she was close enough for him to smell her skin—soap and the scent of
his own body from his clothes and a raw wildness like she shared
blood with the earth herself.
“Not many other than Katie,” he said, after a moment. “She’s the
girl who takes over the diner at night.”
Raven breathed a laugh, dismissive. “But she’s old. She’s a woman,
isn’t she? She doesn’t count. ”
“I guess so.”
Paul found his breaths shuddering a little. She was so close, too
close, and the smell of her was so familiar to him that it was hard to think.
He shifted away, almost imperceptibly. It was enough for him to breathe
again.
“I’ll tell you why I’m here. I think I made it out like my dad was
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dragging me west with him but I came because I chose to. My parents
been divorced since my brother Willie was a baby but they stopped loving
each other before then. My momma and Willie didn’t even know I went
with my dad. He came for me in the middle of the night and I went with
him.”
She watched for his reaction. “I needed to leave. I guess I was going crazy, staying in the same place my whole life. I wanted to see things. I
wanted to live a little. I was going crazy of the same old things. Everything
was the same—the same people, the same house, the same
momma nagging me all the time, the same fighting, same yelling. I was
so bored I hardly knew why I get out of bed in the morning. That would
make anybody crazy.”
Her face was bright with intensity. “I don’t believe you’re not
going crazy here too, all alone in this desert, almost a man now and never
even. . . you know . . .” She trailed off. “My dad says I’m crazy like he is. I
don’t think it’s the same sort of crazy because I hate him and I
don’t want to be anything like him.” She paused. “I’ve said too much now. I
shouldn’t go around telling people I’m crazy.”
Paul sat like a willing prisoner, his expression unreadable.
“But isn’t everyone some sort of crazy?” Raven said, now furtive,
urgent. “Some people just hide it better than others.”
He said nothing.
“You’re so quiet again, Paul.”
He jumped up and she rose with him, alarmed. “I ought to go get
the beds ready for you and your father,” he said.
Before he could go she gripped his arm and pulled them together.
She reached on tiptoes and kissed him on the mouth, hurriedly. He was
frozen standing there on the porch. She laughed softly at the look on his
face when they broke apart. “Sorry. I can’t help myself.”
She entered the house just as Paul’s father called for him. Paul
wiped his mouth and wondered why he was shaking, then went into the
house.
His father drew him into the bedroom as the thin man and
Raven argued in the kitchen, the two voices drowning out their quiet conversation. The shouting escalated until Raven stormed from
the kitchen and locked herself in the bathroom, her eyes tear-reddened
and furious. Her father drew Jeremy aside to apologize in low tones for his
strong-spirited daughter and Jeremy slapped a good-natured hand on his
shoulder, saying he was doing the best he could.
“We’re just doing the best we can,” he said to him. “We’re just two
men doing the best we can.”
The thin man’s smile was flighty and he said nothing, nodding in
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thanks before they retired to bed. Paul was on the porch when the night
grew cold, Raven and her father sleeping on the two cots in the bedroom,
Paul’s father on the small living room rug.
She found him in the middle of the night as the house slept,
quiet, her footsteps making no sound on the floorboards, clutching her
blanket around her shoulders. She moved quickly, with purpose, crouching down in the kitchen beside Paul. The boy awoke at her first touch,
sitting up straight.
“What is it?” he whispered, groggy.
“I can’t sleep,” she hissed back.
Paul stared into the thick darkness, making out her faint outline.
He couldn’t see her face, couldn’t read her eyes. “Why wake me up?”
“I want to know what you do when you can’t sleep.” Her breaths
were heavy, and there was a stifled impatience in her voice.
“When I can’t sleep? I go outside and look at the stars, I guess.”
Fingertips touched his bare forearm. He pulled it back. “I’ve seen
them before, Paul. And I’ll get cold out there.”
Paul felt the trembling again, beginning with a shivering up the
back of his neck. “What do you want?”
“I want to be with you awhile. Maybe you can talk to me a little.
It’ll help me sleep.” The words came softly, hurried. He heard the blanket
fall from her shoulders. The white tank top glowed faintly. She was close,
hot breaths brushing his face. “And I’m so cold, Paul. Feel how cold I am.”
He felt a hand grasp his wrist, his palm placed against her feverishly warm cheek.
“Your hand is so rough,” she whispered, and there was a laugh in
her voice. “So are mine. See?” She ran her own palm over his arm, raising
goosebumps.
“Raven,” he whispered, hoarsely. “What are you doing?”
She only breathed a small laugh. He could feel cold hands sliding
under his shirt, ice running over his ribcage. He jerked upright, pushing
her away. Panic was thick around him, closing off his air.
“Paul!” she gasped, like an accusation.
“Don’t touch me,” he said, raggedly. He moved back against a
counter. “Don’t touch me like that.”
“Why?” she hissed. “Are you scared we’ll be caught? We can—”
“No.”
“Why not?”
“I can’t. Don’t do this to me, Raven.”
“You’re ridiculous,” she said, a laugh in her voice. “Just tonight.
I’m never going to see you again.”
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Paul pressed against the side of the counter so hard the edge of a
drawer bit into his shoulder. He couldn’t catch his breath. “What does that
have to do with anything?”
“What’s wrong with you?”
“I don’t . . . I didn’t want . . . ”
“What do you mean?” She was disbelieving, almost distraught.
“That’s what all men want.”
“It’s not supposed to happen this way.” The words were strained.
“And who told you that? Your father ?” She was so angry, her
words angled towards Paul with such vehemence he stayed silent. “When
are you going to grow up a little?” She stood, tugging the blanket back
around her shoulders. “Forget it,” she said. “Forget it.”
She left and he could hear her get back into his bed, the sound
of her furiously pulling tugging bedsheets over herself again. He stayed
awake a long time.
Raven did not even look at Paul over breakfast, her expression
sullen, her hair a bedraggled mess. Paul’s father watched his son curiously,
but said nothing. They ate quickly and left, and that was when she looked
at Paul with a sort of panicked realization. She let her father
lead her from the house and across the valley to the diner and the parking
lot and the highway, her figure growing smaller, and she only looked back
once before getting into the car. Paul watched them go, a hand braced
against the doorframe. He hadn’t said goodbye and did not
intend to wave to them when the car choked to a start and pulled away,
down the cracked and whitening highway, down south to Hollywood,
California, where the big life was. He watched them go and watched the
sky lighten with the dawn. The valley awakened and greeted him with
the familiarity of a scene which had unfolded a thousand times before,
with slight variation with the seasons. He knew where an old fox hid her
den, knew where a family of birds made their nest in a tangled bush, knew
just what mountain ridge would be crested by the sun first. The valley’s
blossoming was now in full passion, and he knew the butterflies would
come soon to drink from the desert flowers, and he knew the lizards
would come out to sun on flat-topped rocks to watch them, and he knew
that he would be there to watch them. His father came to stand next to
him and rested his hand on the middle of Paul’s back. Paul suddenly
wished his father would sling his arm over his shoulders or rumple his
hair too roughly the way he used to. He was too tall for that
now. They both knew. “You’re nearly a man now, Paul,” his father was
saying. Paul’s throat had constricted now as he watched the valley warm.
He looked up at the Old Man, which stood as regal and unchangeable as it
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always had, dwarfing the small house. But there was something
different about it all, like there was a fine powder dusting his vision.
“I realize that now,” Paul’s father was saying. “So I didn’t want to
warn you.”
“About what?”
“I’m not blind,” he said. “I know she wanted you and she was no
good. I don’t know much else, but I won’t ask and you don’t have to tell
me.”
Paul drew in a long breath. “I’m not going to run off to the city
with some wild girl.”
“I know that, Paul. You love the desert too much for that. Maybe
you love it more than you love me.”
Paul smiled. His gaze came again to The Old Man, the dignified
fingers crowned in white blooms, lit by the rising sun. They were men of
the valley, standing in the doorway of a small, sun-beaten home, saying
nothing and content to listen to the voice of the Saguaro.
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Down the Line
Christian Barragan

In no particular order: Thomas Clanze, Adalina Meza, Sarina Lincoln, Mr.
and Mrs. Dalton. Tell us what happened this morning.
I was out for a morning jog when, upon my return, I found Ms. Meza at
the front entrance, severely out of breath. She was obviously upset but
didn’t get the chance to say anything before Sarina arrived. I figured Sarina
had ditched class again but she gave another excuse I didn’t bother paying
much attention to. Anyway, Ms. Meza explained that my parents had not
been answering any of her calls and should have been home since last
night. I hadn’t noticed their absence all morning, but when I mentioned
this, Sarina berated me. As usual, the Daltons stuck
their nose in our yard and bustled over to catch wind of what was going
on, but at the time we all claimed we didn’t know. For the next hour or
so we speculated, with progressively darker hypotheses. In hindsight, the
speculation escalated absurdly quickly, but all of us had been on edge in
the last few weeks. Finally, the word “murder” was thrown out and I had
enough. I mentioned that my parents couldn’t have been murdered since
they had texted me during our conversation, explaining how they had
called everyone present, only minutes earlier. Ms. Meza
and the Daltons immediately checked their phones, obviously finding
nothing.
Nothing! We didn’t do anything! Right? Right! I was...we were working in
our garden when we peeked over to find that maid lady...Meh-saw?..pacing back and forth for some time. That student girl, Lincoln, joined in and
they both got real worked up about something. I thought maybe she was
being sent back south. So...the Clanze boy came in out of nowhere and,
surprisingly, joined in on the conversation. Well, he doesn’t talk much.
What happened next, dear? Oh, that boy started yelling at the Lincoln
girl and we thought this was real suspicious so we headed down to set
things straight. Turns out, the Clanze’s hadn’t turned up when they were
supposed to, so we all got in a big fuss about it. The boy mentioned that
they might have been killed and made this awful prank about his parents
calling us! Of course, they hadn’t, and it wasn’t till later that we found out
what happened.
I’ve missed school a few times, but that had nothing to do with this. Today
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I made my way back to the Clanze house after making a last-minute
tuition payment. That’s why I was so out of breath when I met the others. I
wanted to get to work on my next few assignments, but Adalina
was right at the entrance like she was in the middle of a panic attack. She
told me she hadn’t heard from the Clanzes since the day before, and they
hadn’t responded either. Before I said anything, Thomas came in from the
corner. When Adalina filled him in, I asked him, being their
son, if he knew where they could be, but he flared up at me. He said he
had been jogging the whole morning but when he came up to us, he wasn’t
the least bit out of breath, unlike everyone else. The Dalton’s claimed they
were “gardening” but I don’t think tending to that measly lot would have
prompted the wheezing fit they came in with. Someone had to have run,
right? That’s why we’re here? Someone ran from the park after the Clanzes were murdered and showed up to the house for an alibi. Or perhaps
driven there...anyway, Thomas really crossed the line after the Dalton’s
suggested his parents were murdered. He told us that his parents had
called each of us a few minutes earlier, so they had to have been alive at
the point where the Dalton’s figured they’d been killed. But...nothing! Why
would he have made that up?
One moment, please. This has been very much to take in. Yes, I was the
first one to see something was wrong. The Clanzes hadn’t responded to
any of my texts for the whole morning and did not return the previous
night. Sometimes they travel, but they tell me. Thomas came and saw me
upset, he said he was out jogging like he used to do in school. Then Sarina
came and she got mad at Thomas for not knowing where his parents are.
The Daltons appear and start asking questions. I’m sorry, I don’t know
many details. I remember someone said they might be “murdered” and
then Thomas told us to check our phones for a message from a few minutes ago. I checked, but nothing. The Dalton’s check too. Sarina looked
very angry at Thomas. I don’t know why he said that. Is there anything else
you need from me, or may I go?
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Tiny
Charlotte Cherne

There was a time when people far and wide journeyed deep into
the Sierra Nevada, to the northern area of Inyo Forest where the ancient
bristlecone pines grow and the crystal clear lakes mirror jagged mountain
peaks to visit the village of Cold Water. They rumbled across rocky roads
in covered wagons, braved perilous passes on horseback, crossed fallen
logs over rushing rivers, aware that the next slippery step could very well
be their last. Many travelers hired guides to lead them safely through
the High Sierra. The guides were thin, thick-bearded men who knew the
markings and signs of black bears and mountain lions, who knew the detours around washed out trails or rock falls, who knew the names of trees,
flowers, and plants and which flora to avoid and which to pick and chew
for insect bites, cuts, or infections. Infection was common on the dangerous journey through the wilderness, as were twisted ankles, broken bones,
dehydration, and, of course, sickness.
Sickness was not new to the travelers who sought out Cold Water.
All who undertook the treacherous trek suffered from some type of terminal disease or another. Cancer, tuberculosis, typhoid, measles — all heard
death knocking at the door. Many were feverish, sweating bullets through
cloth shirts or ankle-length dresses, and delirious, seeing the specters of
loved ones standing silently amongst the pine trees, as they wound their
way through the forest. The sick travelers had their hearts and hopes
set on the brook that flowed through Cold Water. The brook promised
curative properties that could heal a man even on the brink of death. It
had been a sacred site to the Indian people of the region until a band of
miners, lost in the Sierra’s, dehydrated and without water, stumbled upon
the babbling brook. The cool water, they discovered, not only replenished
their energy, but also cured their cuts and bruises. It was a discovery greater than gold.
Armed with guns and horses, the miners returned and chased the
Indian people away from the region. They claimed the brook as their own
and built the village of Cold Water as proof of possession. News spread
across the west of the miraculous brook tucked deep in the north of Inyo
Forest. Countless hundreds attempted the harrowing journey every spring
and summer, with some desperate souls putting foot to path during the
freezing winters.
Until the spring of 1919.
After a particularly harsh winter that saw weeks of freezing tem34

peratures and days-long blizzards, the first pilgrimage of the warm season,
led by Byron Gilrye, hiked through the forest to the location of Cold Water only to find an empty clearing. The log cabins were gone, as were the
people. There were no signs of where they had gone. No tracks, no clues,
no bodies.
And no brook.
***
Heather and Jared were the perfect couple. Made for each other,
as their friends always said. Even the story of how they met was like something out of a fairy tale. They both loved to compete, loved to run, and had
both signed up for the 2012 High Sierra Mountains Marathon.
Midway through the race, with the snow-capped Sierra crest on one side
and the mountains of Death Valley on the other, Heather’s shoelace came
undone and sent her sailing through the crisp air to land hard on the
asphalt of Highway 395. As luck would have it, she fell directly in front of
Jared who leapt right over her to continue his stride. Heather scrambled to
her feet, slapped a Band-Aid on her bloody knees, and challenged herself
to beat the jerk who had left her in the dust. She caught up to Jared towards the end of the race in Bishop and pushed herself to cross the finish
line a mere second and a half before him.
Later, the runners unwound with pizza and beer at a town lodge
styled after an old western saloon with horse saddle bar stools, a copper
bar top, mounted deer heads, and wagon wheel chandeliers. Heather, high
on an endorphin surge, approached Jared and thanked him for leaping
over her as it gave her the extra push needed to complete the race. Jared,
woozy from a pitcher of cold beer, apologized profusely. The truth was,
he didn’t remember seeing her fall. He had been “in the zone,” focused on
the ins-and-outs of his breath and the music in his ears. Everything faded
away when John Williams played. Heather had to laugh. She thought she
was the only one who listened to movie scores when she ran, who timed
her strides to “The Raiders March.” Jared said he grew up nearby, on the
outskirts of Inyo Forest, and that as a boy, he would run the forest trails
while listening to the Indiana Jones theme and pretend to be an adventurer on a quest to find an ancient artifact.
Heather said she would accept Jared’s apology as long as he
bought her a drink. They learned that they lived in the same area of
Sacramento and planned to meet for drinks the following weekend at a
sports bar. Duffy’s was one of Heather’s favorites. She often chose it for
first dates. She liked how it was never crowded, even on 49er game days,
which meant the pool table and dartboard were usually free. It wasn’t that
she was a pool shark or an expert at darts and wanted to show off a steady
hand and unparalleled precision, but that she loved competition. It was
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the first test she’d give her dates. The date passed if he agreed to play, bonus points if he asked first. The second test was the game itself. If her date
played halfheartedly or, worse, let her win, she would never make plans for
a second date. She wanted to find someone who challenged her, who loved
competition as much as she did, who played
with only one goal in mind — to win.
Jared played to win.
On their first date at Duffy’s, he kicked Heather’s butt at darts,
and she wiped the floor with him at pool. The two were evenly matched,
going back-and-forth until the bartender announced final call. They met
again the next weekend at another bar, Jared’s pick, for a night of trivia. As
partners, they swept the competition, earning a round of shots and a crisp
one-hundred dollar bill that they split evenly. After a few more rounds of
whiskey, Heather confessed that her greatest goal in life was to run the
New York City Marathon. The ultimate competition. Jared said his was to
pay back his student loans before turning thirty-five.
They clinked their glasses together and drank to achieving their
goals.
Two years later, they married on a warm afternoon in March at
a small vineyard in Napa Valley surrounded by friends and family. Julie,
Heather’s older sister and maid of honor, gave a heartfelt toast about love
and the joy she felt seeing her baby sister so happy. Guests wiped tears
away from their eyes as she spoke. Heather, in a beaded wedding gown,
shimmered on the dais overlooking the vineyard and beamed at her
sister’s words. Of course, Julie’s speech was beautiful and Heather was
touched, truly, but deep down she also felt slightly victorious. She had
beaten her older sister to the aisle. Julie, who always came first in everything, whether it was grades, boyfriends, or job promotions, had finally
come second. Her own wedding to Nick would take place next year on the
shore of Lake Tahoe.
Jared wasn’t a fan of Nick’s. Since Heather and Julie were so close,
it was inevitable that they would make plans together with their significant
others in tow. Double dates to the Sacramento Zoo, outings to San Francisco to watch the Giants play the Dodgers. Heather and
Julie usually trailed off into their own conversations, leaving Jared and
Nick with each other. Nick was an emergency medicine doctor. He often
talked about the patients who would come into the E.R., or rather, their
wounds. Gunshots, stab wounds, lacerations, car crash victims, overdoses,
he had seen it all and saved it all, or so he would brag. Each time they met,
he would punch Jared in the shoulder and call him “buddy,” which made
Jared grind his teeth. Jared, who dropped out of his second year in medical
school but still had the debt, worked as an X-ray tech at an imaging center.
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The only interesting patients he saw were the obese ones who got stuck
inside the MRI machine.
Heather knew how Jared felt about Nick. How annoyed he became by the constant bragging and condescension. Heather understood
and told him that they would cool it on the double dates for a while. Julie
was getting on her last nerve anyway with the wedding planning.
She had an annoying habit of comparing everything, from the flowers to
the table clothes to the first dance song, to Heather’s own wedding. The
only time they would plan to see Julie and Nick again would be at their
monthly game night.
The monthly game night was the first Saturday of every month.
Usually, the game night took place at Heather and Jared’s apartment. They
had a large living room, state of the art entertainment system, and a closet
dedicated to board games. They made sure to have a fully
stocked fridge, ice, and appetizers to sustain everyone throughout the
course of the evening. Naturally, their competitiveness would kick in and
they would spend the evening pummeling Julie and Nick every chance
they got at Scattergories, Jenga, or Monopoly.
At his insistence, the April game night was to take place at Nick’s.
Heather and Jared had never been to Nick’s, and expected the doctor to
live in a modern condo or in the penthouse of a downtown apartment. So,
they were surprised when Julie gave the address of an area thirty miles east
of Sacramento, near the Eldorado National Forest. Maybe Nick came from
old money and lived on a sprawling family estate. Maybe he owned his
own vineyard. Julie had never mentioned Nick’s place to Heather, only to
say that it was what one would expect of a doctor –organized and sterile.
The house was not what Heather and Jared expected of a doctor.
They did not find an estate or a vineyard, or even a house for that
matter. What they saw when they came to the end of the winding, dark
dirt drive looked to be a shipping container made of glass and wood. Jared
immediately put the car in reverse, convinced that they had taken a wrong
turn, but then stopped when the door to the structure burst open to reveal
a smiling Nick and Julie.
Twenty minutes later, they sat outside on the wooden backyard
deck, under a canopy of string lights. Heather and Jared learned that the
shipping container was actually a tiny house. Running his hand along
the wood paneling of the house, Nick explained that the walls were made
of Red Western Cedar and triple coated with Spar Urethane to protect
it from sunlight, water, and temperature changes. The middle wall was
actually a tempered, insulated glass garage door custom ordered from San
Francisco, and the roof was made out of a mechanical seam metal — the
most leak proof metal material on the market. The entire house had taken
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only one year to build. Julie cut in with a plate of roasted vegetables picked
earlier from Nick’s garden, and added that on his days off from the hospital, Nick had built all the cabinets in the kitchen out of reclaimed barn
wood and installed the stainless steel sink and fridge himself.
Speechless, Jared could only nod along, occasionally taking sips
from Nick’s homebrewed beer. Heather asked Nick why he chose to live
in a tiny house. Didn’t it get cramped? Wouldn’t he want to live closer to
the city, to the hospital? Julie answered, saying that space wasn’t everything, that they only held on to the items that truly enriched their lives,
like photographs, copies of Steinbeck novels, potted plants. She knew it
was a lifestyle hard for Heather to grasp. Her little sister was a creature of
comfort after all.
“It was why your wedding was so expensive,” Julie quipped.
Nick proposed a round of War since cards were the only game he
had, the only game that fit. He assured them that there was an extra blanket and a portable fire pit stowed beneath the house since the evenings
tended to turn chilly. He also hoped Heather and Jared didn’t mind the
lack of background music or T.V. That type of artificial noise didn’t match
the natural ambiance of the environment. The forest itself, he promised,
with its whistling wind, cricket songs, and coyote calls provided the purest
of soundtracks.
As they played round after round, Nick continued to talk about
the tiny house. He planned to install a Separett Villa 9200 composting toilet, top of the line, and glass mosaic tile throughout the shower. The solar
panels for the roof would arrive next week.
“We’ll be ready for the competition once those are installed,” he
announced. “I can practically feel the ten grand in my pocket already.”
Heather and Jared exchanged glances. They had barely said a
word to one another all evening. Heather had been silently seething over
Julie’s comment about her wedding. It hadn’t been that expensive, plus
what was so wrong about being a creature of comfort? Jared quietly
drank, thinking about all the times he camped in Inyo Forest as a boy. He
had never needed a leak-proof cabin or robot toilet. He’d survived just fine
with a pop-up tent and a squat behind a tree. There didn’t seem to be anything natural at all about Nick’s tiny house. It was just an urban apartment
plopped in the middle of the forest.
The mention of a competition, however, silenced their thoughts
and pulled their attention away from the card game.
Jared took a long swig of beer, wiped his mouth with the back
of his hand, and asked Nick about the competition. Nick explained that
it was a tiny house competition put on by California’s Green Buildings
Coalition. The coalition was searching for the best sustainable tiny
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home. Houses would be judged on design, location, and efficiency. Everything Nick’s tiny home offered and more.
He had the win practically in the bag.
Heather asked what he planned to do with the money and he
grinned. He would take Julie to New York, of course. She planned to compete in the New York City Marathon. Julie smiled. “With all the training
I’ve been doing lately, I might even win.” The sound of Jared’s teeth grinding filled the silence of the car on the way home. Although they had won
almost every round of War, Heather and Jared still felt defeated. Heather
picked aggressively at a hangnail. It wasn’t news that Julie planned to run
in the New York City Marathon. They had talked about it before. But
Heather had always thought that she’d be the first to do it. She had been
passionate about marathons since college; Julie had only jumped on board
within the past year. She’d spent years creating and modifying training
plans, keeping track of times and progress, signing up for nearby races,
researching the best running shoes, making t-shirts with her name on the
back. She’d run in torrential downpours, choked on smoke from forest
fires, fallen on asphalt, suffered through shin splints. If anyone were going
to run in the NYC Marathon, it would be her.
Jared pulled in to the parking spot of their apartment complex
and threw the car in park. After a moment of sitting quietly with the engine running, he turned to Heather. “We’re going to win that competition.”
***
Jared’s family owned and operated the Pine City campground in
northern Inyo Forest. The campground was located in a meadow surrounded by red oaks and pine trees. One pine in particular, the Jeffrey
pine, had a bark that smelled of vanilla, giving the site a naturally sweet
perfume. Violet mountains lingered in the distance, their silver peaks
peering just above the treetops. Pine City was a favorite among the locals
who lived in the towns along Highway 395. The camping sites were usually
available since summer tourists flocked to other campgrounds,
the sites that sat along the shores of lakes pooled at the base of the Sierra
Nevada mountains.
Before leaving Sacramento for Pine City, Jared and Heather
met with an architect to help create a design for the tiny house. They
knew they wanted something simple, easy to build, yet appropriate for
the mountain elements. The architect sat at her desk, thinking, and then
quickly drew the plans. When she showed the design to Jared and Heather,
they chuckled and nodded their heads.
They would build a tiny log cabin, of course.
Pine City was empty when Jared and Heather arrived. It was late
April and snow still covered parts of the campground. The summer camp39

ing season wouldn’t start for another two months, and Jared’s parents,
tired of the long winter and snow, gave them free rein of the property if
they agreed to manage the grounds over the summer. Once the keys to the
campground were in Jared’s hands, his parents waved goodbye and sped
off in their Winnebago, heading east toward Florida.
It wouldn’t be easy getting building supplies out to the campground, construction would be tough as well, but Jared and Heather
believed they could do it before the competition ended in August. Nick
had worked on his tiny house for over a year, but also had to wait for
custom-made pieces to arrive before installing them, something Jared and
Heather didn’t plan to do. Nick had also been busy with a full-time job.
Jared and Heather had leased their apartment, dipped into their savings,
and hoped a summer of living rent-free would tide them over as they
dedicated all of their time to building the tiny log cabin.
A few days after they arrived, Jared called up an old high school
buddy that lived nearby in Bishop and who owned Sierra Log, a construction company. His buddy agreed to supply the logs and building tools as
long as Jared reserved a camping site for him to use throughout the summer. Next, Jared called a few more friends to help with the labor. Soon,
everyone in town knew about Jared and Heather’s tiny log cabin project
and wanted to lend a hand in some way.
The McCoy’s owned a wood-carving business and offered to
create a hand-carved door, the Cooper’s specialized in antler works and
donated a deer antler chandelier, the Boone’s owned a restaurant and contributed a wood stove, and the Russell’s were carpenters who planned to
build a white cedar dining set. Heather was shocked at the outpouring of
support and donations. She hadn’t planned on receiving any help and had
spent days creating a list of supplies and
budgets.
Jared said it was how mountain folks did things. They helped
one another. Like the others, his family had lived in the area for generations; his great-great-grandfather, Byron Gilrye, had been an explorer and
adventurer and created maps of the northern Inyo Forest. He’d carved out
trails, discovered lakes, and even helped construct a village, Cold Water,
which disappeared mysteriously during the winter of 1919.
The story of Cold Water was a favorite among the locals. The
fact that Jared’s family was directly linked to the legend made them all the
more popular. Jared hadn’t been as surprised as Heather when the locals
offered their assistance. In fact, he had bet on it. The only chance they had
of beating Nick’s tiny house with its state-of-the art appliances and expensive materials was to build in an extraordinary location and have a wealth
of support and help.
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Without the two, and on their puny budget, they would almost
certainly lose against the cocky doctor.
Two months later, Jared and Heather’s tiny log cabin was starting
to look like a home. The floor and log walls had all been fitted into place
and one side of the roof was complete. It would take a couple of days to
finish the rest, and then they would move to the interior, adding
cabinets, a kitchen counter, and shelving. As Jared and his buddies
chopped, sawed, and hammered, Heather worked on clear-coating the
wood and building a screen door. Anytime she got frustrated, hammered
a finger or made a mismeasure, she pictured Julie in Central Park crossing
the finish line with a smile on her face, and she shook off her aggravation.
Once the temperature became a little warmer, she planned to plant a
garden. She’d never had a green thumb and only owned a small cactus in
college, but if Nick had a garden, so would they.
The morning the roof was completed, Jared excitedly called Heather away
from her workstation. He led her into the forest and explained that while
up on the roof, he’d heard the faint sound of trickling water, and when he
went to explore, found a narrow brook hidden amongst the tree roots and
plants. He didn’t remember a brook ever being close to the campground.
It was probably just runoff from the months of snow. They could use it to
bathe and to clean their dirty clothes and cookware. It would save them
water and could give them an edge in the competition.
After all, Nick didn’t have a natural source of water on his property.
Heather knelt beside the brook and said she could use the water
for the garden. She plunged her hand in to test the temperature and immediately pulled it out. The water was ice-cold, numbing her hand within
seconds.
She wiped her hand on her jeans. “We’ll need to warm it first
before we wash.” Her hand began tingling as they made their way back to
the tiny log cabin. She looked down to inspect it and stopped dead in her
tracks.
The cuts and nicks on her hand from accidental hammer hits
were shrinking before her eyes. She yelled at Jared to stop and showed
him what was happening. Jared’s eyes grew wide and his mouth fell open.
Heather’s skin was healing, regrowing, even a scar she’d had since
childhood, a small white line in the palm of her hand, was disappearing.
They looked up from her hand and into each other’s eyes, and then turned
to stare back the way they had come. The way to the brook.
Jared took off in a flash, Heather at his heels. They leaped over
moss-covered logs, barreled through bushes, slid in mud, to return to the
brook. Jared kicked off his work boots, revealing feet covered in blisters
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and sores. His work boots were too small and had been killing him since
the beginning of construction. Taking a deep breath, he plunged both feet
into the brook. The freezing water forced a gasp and he pulled his feet out.
Like Heather’s hands, the sores and blisters on his feet began to shrink.
They became smaller and smaller with each passing second until they
disappeared completely, replaced with fresh pink skin.
It was a miracle. Magic. It could change the world. Change the
human race.
It could win them the competition.
Later that night, while around the campfire, they discussed what
they had found. Heather said they didn’t need to continue with the competition. They didn’t need the ten grand now. They could make millions,
billions, off the healing water. Bottle it and sell to the highest bidder.
Jared wasn’t so sure. The brook wasn’t technically on his family’s
property. It was in Inyo Forest, national land, and owned by the government. Heather and Jared couldn’t claim it as their own. They’d also worked
so hard on building the tiny log cabin. Practically the whole town pitched
in and was excited about the competition. He didn’t want to let them
down now. Also, he admitted, he really wanted to beat Nick.
Heather had to laugh. She looked up into the clear night sky,
spotted a few shooting stars, and agreed. She wanted to beat Julie. Afterwards, once they’d won, they would figure out what to do with the brook.
July arrived with only one month left to complete the tiny log
cabin. They’d finished the exterior ahead of schedule and had time to build
a front porch and install the McCoy’s hand-carved door. The interior was
almost complete and only needed one final round of clear coat. The deer
antler chandelier hung from the ceiling, bestowing the cabin with a medieval western spirit. A cowhide rug covered the floor of the main sitting
area where a leather loveseat leaned against the wall.
Outside, Heather tended to the garden. She was surprised at how
fast the vegetables had grown within the month. The arugula, kale, radishes, and turnips had sprouted first and were almost ready to pick. Heather
and Jared were looking forward to their first homegrown salad.
She wondered if the water from the brook had something to do with its
fast growth. At first, she’d been hesitant to use the water for the garden.
Who knew what could happen? Eventually, after Jared’s persistence, she
filled a bucket of water from the brook and used it to water the vegetables.
Nothing odd happened, and so she continued to use the water.
They visited the brook every evening to soak their fresh cuts and
scrapes and to wonder about the power of the water. One weekend, they
hiked through the forest to search for the brook’s source, but couldn’t find
anything. It was as if the brook came directly from the forest floor. Jared
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even called his parents to ask if they knew about the brook, but they had
no idea what he was talking about. There had never been a brook or a
stream near the campground for as long as they’d been around.
They weren’t too concerned, though. The forest changed all the
time.
Finally, the eve of the competition came. The judges, made of
architects and contractors, would arrive sometime in the morning and
give their results later in the week, after every tiny house had been judged.
While celebrating the completion of their cabin with a bottle of whiskey and a campfire ribeye, Heather received a call from Julie. She said
the judges had been to Nick’s tiny home earlier that day and absolutely
loved it. They’d marveled at the design, at the ingenious storage spaces,
and composting toilet. Nick had hit it off with the judges, of course. They
couldn’t get enough of his stories from the E.R.
Heather ended the call and chucked her phone to the ground. On
the brink of tears, she told Jared what her sister had said. All of their hard
work would be for nothing. How could their log cabin ever compete with
an architect’s wet dream?
They were going to lose.
Jared sat quietly, staring into the fire. Eventually, he put his plate
and mug of whiskey down and told Heather to grab a bucket.
He knew exactly what to do.
They spent all night traveling from the tiny log cabin to the brook
and back. For hours, they scrubbed the walls, roof, and porch with the
water. As the sun came up, they moved inside to wash the interior. Jared
hoped the magic would be their Hail Mary. Maybe the water would give
the cabin an extra shine, bring it to life. They finished around mid-morning, exhausted, sleep-deprived, and starved. Heather said they should eat
something before the judges arrived, which could be at any moment.
She went to the garden and picked the vegetables. She planned to
cook them a hearty breakfast omelet as they waited. Tasting their homegrown food while sitting under the roof they’d built by hand would be the
last thing they did before the judges turned up.
Mid-way through their omelet, Heather and Jared started to feel
funny. A sharp, tingling sensation gripped their stomachs and they bowled
over in pain, falling to the cowhide rug. Suddenly, the log cabin started
to shake uncontrollably. Everything around them rattled and roared.
They both screamed out in pain and grasped each other’s hands. Heather
realized the changes first. She saw Jared’s head shrink on his shoulders,
followed by his torso, then arms. She looked down at her own body and
saw her legs getting tinier and tinier. The floor rumbled and
dirt shot up through the floorboards as the cabin sank to the ground.
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As the judges pulled into Pine City, they saw a cloud of dust
hovering above one of the campsites. They got out of their cars and looked
around for the competitors, but only saw a child’s tiny toy log cabin.
No Jared. No Heather.
No tiny house.
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The Last of the Early Summers
Robert Herbst

The bell tolled from the Methodist church, six blocks east, the one painted
white with the stained glass and droopy minister and gleaming congregates. Milo stepped barefoot across the playground, his brow knitted in
concentration, trying to imagine he was alone, the first astronaut on an
alien world. But the wind carried voices from nearby picnickers, and a
mower buzzed out of sight.
The new material was a sort of rubber carpet. It had replaced the
old cedar chips, which would splinter underfoot, wet and mulchy. In the
midday sun, the rubber was hot. By next month, his feet would callus on
asphalt. Already he could hear, just as one hears the ocean inside a conch
shell, the peal of the ice-cream truck, the shouting children; the throb of
high summer.
Milo pictured the others, running in their church clothes. In
school, Ms. Chopra had taught them about meteors. To be accurate, they
learned about meteoroids, which travel through interplanetary space,
becoming meteors only when they enter Earth’s atmosphere, colliding
with the ground as meteorites, which scientists recovered and studied.
But meteors was the best term to describe his friends, plummeting toward
him, turning silver and blazing in the atmosphere. He
put his shoes back on.
Scotty’s voice echoed from some place not too far. The park was
mostly empty: a young couple, an old geezer on a bench. A whippoorwill
chirped its name. Milo sat on one of the playground’s platforms, kicking
his feet. He saw his friends passing under the stone arch and ran to meet
them. There was Scotty, short and loud and in front, followed by Finn,
Samantha, the Pryer brothers, that whole bunch. The most vibrant part of
the fourth grade. They darted into the playground, colonizing the plastic
ramparts.
They began the first games, climbing along the outer rails, flinging their bodies onto the ground. They tested the rubber carpet in all the
ways they knew. Scotty issued his brassy voice, high on the non-churchness of the playground. Milo was quiet, watching the group as if to relearn
all their faces. He swung upside down on the monkey bars: the rubber
carpet become a magnetic ceiling, saving his friends from falling into the
blue wash, becoming meteoroids again in cold, oxygen-less space.
More drifted in from music lessons and dance class and, in the
case of one unfortunate kid named Ted, Cotillion. The fiddlers came with
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their black cases, fresh from a Bluegrass session.
A few parents obscured themselves like fugitives beneath willows
and behind paperbacks. James, who lived only a block from Milo, and
whom Milo distrusted, yelled something rude at the girls, who had been
practicing cartwheels. This was Milo’s cue, and he leapt onto the highest
ledge and yelled, “Chain Wars!” Instantly, the whole ensemble sprinted to
the suspended chains, balancing on them like tight ropes. Milo shook the
lines with his feet as the other kids struggled to keep their balance. Poor
Ted bounced off the ground with a practiced sigh. In this opening gambit,
Milo was aggressive, rattling seismically, eliminating the fiddlers in one
fell swoop. Soon it was just him and Scotty, low to the ground, resilient as
a tick. Milo eased off, assessing his opponent, then sent a single, strategic
ripple. Scotty soared through the air. The
game was won. Milo took his bows still atop the chains.
Now, Milo called out games, freeze tag and groundies and spud.
The children shouted and sprinted and, if the occasion called for it, grew
very still. The zipline thrummed back and forth. When a dispute arose
over whether or not Samantha had spiked the ball in four-square,
Milo was there, his judgment absolute. “No slammsies!” he declared.
When James was peeping in groundies, Milo called out, “keep them shut.
We can all see that they’re open.” And that settled it.
Soon, though, a mother emerged from her shadow, growing corporeal in the sunlight. “Veronica! Time to go!” Moments earlier, Veronica had careened along the zipline at top speed, landing on both Josh C.
and Josh P. Now she was caught in a limbo between friend and daughter.
“Move it!” her mother said, and the transformation was complete. Veronica jogged out of the playground, waving over her shoulder.
They peeled off as naturally as they had coalesced. Time for
homework. Time for chores. Time to go visit Grandma. The games ebbed,
and Milo was once again swinging his feet, Scotty alongside him. Scotty’s
voice was hoarse, and Milo joked that he sounded like an old smoker. In
response, Scotty mimed a hunch and contorted his face, said “son, bring
me my menthols,” and the two giggled. They left the park, walking as far
west as their routes home had in common. Then Scotty shouted goodbye,
hustled up Dahlia Road, and Milo was, once again, by himself.
***
Well, not quite. The whippoorwill had followed him from the
park, repeating its own name incessantly. As much as he wished, it seemed
impossible for Milo to ever, really, be alone.
***
The baby was wailing when he walked through the door, his
mother sunk deep in her stiff green armchair just as he had left her. “Oh,
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honey,” she cooed, “Here to your mama.” Milo nestled himself alongside the baby. His mother wrapped her soft flesh around him, cloaked in
sweet, fruity odors, her skin sticky. She flowed around him like melted
sherbet. Milo wanted to stay here for hours, but his mother pushed him
away, nudging the baby to her heavy breast. He stood there awkwardly
for a moment, then walked past her toward the kitchen. She didn’t glance
up. He tiptoed through the kitchen. His father snored beyond thin walls.
Dirty pots cluttered the kitchen sink; bulk bags of Fruit Loops and Oreos
slumped against the walls like lazing vagrants. Inside an ice tray, a dead fly
floated oily. He retrieved a sack of rice and a small bowl, which he filled
with water from the sink and a few spoonful of grains. He slunk past the
stove, which was pristine, and put the bowl in the microwave, set the time,
and watched the seconds descend. When the display reached :03, Milo
would open the door, check the consistency, and then punch in more time
as needed. The buzzer was loud, and his father was irritable.
Milo took the steaming rice out of the microwave and sprinkled
a pinch of sugar from a bag on the counter. It coated his gums, crunchy
and moist. His mother made little noises from the other room. “Milo,”
she called, “bring your mama her medicine.” Milo set down his bowl and
clambered onto the counter. On the top shelf of the cupboard, pill bottles
sat like disordered soldiers. He glanced through the labels, plucked one
from the back, and eased himself to the floor, mindful of the squeaky spot
in front of the dishwasher.
“Thank you, love,” she said as he handed her the bottle. She
tapped a few pills into her palm and guided them to delicately painted
lips. Even on slow days, she arranged her hair, put on her face. Milo saw
that his younger sister, Charlotte, had toddled into the room in her PJs. He
shook Charlotte by her shoulder.
“Are you hungry?” he asked.
She looked at him with a blank expression. She had soft,
straw-colored hair that Milo liked to brush into neat plaits. Right now, it
was disheveled. A bloom of hunger twitched her upper lip. Milo said “do
you want cereal?”
She nodded.
In the kitchen, Milo found another bowl, wrestled a giant bag of
cereal. When he couldn’t find a clean spoon, he stuck his own in the bowl,
licking off the sweet rice first. Charlotte observed him as he handed the
bowl over. “Milo,” she said, “can I have cake for my birthday?”
“You always get cake on your birthday.”
She seemed placated by the reasonableness of this. “Is my birthday next month?”
“The month after that,” he said.
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His mother would invite some of the other mothers in the neighborhood to bring their own Charlottes, but that wouldn’t go over well.
Charlotte didn’t get on with other six-year-olds, vigorous girls who were
sounding out words in their readers and playing hop-scotch after school.
She preferred kindergarteners. Nevertheless, she was the tallest in her
class, skinny and gangly. Beanpole, their dad would say, tousling her hair.
Milo knew their dad would ask his friends to come over. They’d
sit out in the yard, drinking beers and cursing in the July heat, an odor
coming off them that Milo associated with bellies and creased faces and
dark stubble. The stink of men. And when Charlotte would start crying
in the middle of the party, she’d find her dad, who’d bounce her in his lap
until she burst into giggles, a daffodil blossoming in dark soil.
Milo led his sister to their TV, set the channel to a kids’ program,
and let Charlotte relax into the incandescence. His mother had fallen
asleep in her chair, the baby spooned against her breast. Milo collected the
bundle, his mother lolling as he did so, and walked down the hall to the
nursery, where he tucked him into his crib. He heard a humming from the
next room. From the doorway, he observed Donny at his toys. His younger brother sang in a soft soprano. Of the four
of them, only Donny had dark hair, almost black. It grew in ringlets down
his neck, bobbing gently as he pushed a train back and forth across a
carpet.
“What are you singing, Donny?”
Without looking up, Donny shrugged. “Something I thought of.”
“Will you teach me it?”
“Can I go in the wagon?”
“You can go in the wagon if you teach me it,” Milo said.
***
The sidewalk outside their house was uneven and bristled with
weeds. Milo raced through the jutting pavement, a green plastic wagon
behind him, bearing his brother, who now wore a paper crown. Each time
the wagon hit a bump, Donny screamed in pleasure. “Faster,
Milo!” And Milo ran, fast as he could, skipping over the cracked sidewalk.
Donny caught air, crashing back into wagon. Milo veered suddenly into
the Shaeffer’s yard, and the pair fell laughing into the soft grass.
Donny taught Milo the song, a lilting gibberish. “Honolulu,” Milo
repeated, “farfalle.”
***
When the pair returned home, the afternoon sun was waxing
toward evening. Everything seemed trapped in the lucid, dusty light. A
figure was slouched in the yard, shirtless, his torso slick with sweat and
dirt. Milo’s father was sticking a forked tool into the lawn and flinging
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clods of lawn over his shoulder. The weeds landed among toys and folding
chairs and crushed beer cans. He straightened, the fork at his side, a scowl
on his lips. Without a word, he offered Milo the weeder and then lifted
Donny from the wagon, raised him high. “Donny boy!” he said and placed
his son in front of him, running a hand through his hair. Donny hugged
his father, and they went inside.
The dandelions were yellow and fleshy, many as long as Milo’s
forearm in the uncut lawn. He levered the fork deep into parched soil,
removing not only the stalk and flower but, as his father had shown him,
the entire root system. The resulting divot looked like gums with the teeth
extracted. After a dozen flowers, his back ached. The lawn was choked
with weeds; it would take him an entire day to finish the task. But his
father might be watching him. He stooped back down. The light dimmed,
and evening air settled in the tall grass. When Milo finally put
down the weeder, the lawn was gray and cratered like the surface of the
moon.
Take-N-Bake pizzas steamed in the living room; the family gathered around the T.V., watching a basketball game. Milo reached for a slice,
but his father fended him off. Milo stared into his watery blue eyes. “Did
you finish the yard?”
Milo nodded, breaking eye contact.
“Good man.” His father sat back down. Milo took a slice of pepperoni pizza and sunk into the sagging couch.
His mother was wearing her neck brace and a pair of dangling
earrings. She winked at him and blew him a kiss, then returned her gaze to
the screen. Charlotte was fixed to the spot where Milo had left her, melted
cheese on her chin. Donny had robed himself in a blanket, coloring in
the corner. Milo’s focus became loose, studying all four of them. Darkness
dripped into the room like a cistern; no one bothered to turn on a light.
None of them spoke, but at one point Milo’s father chucked a beer can at
the screen, raging against “that jewy referee.”
Finally, Milo’s father began to dress himself for work. He alternated between bathroom and living room, unwilling to abandon the game.
He stood, semi-nude, brushing his teeth, his hairy bulk like a specimen
from the Natural History museum. Spitting, walking toward the dark
room, transforming from fluorescent man to lurching silhouette, toothbrush still in one hand, beer can in another.
A thought possessed Milo, one he’d had many times before.
Would he, one day, become a man, ungainly, distorting space like the
gravity of a star? Would Milo grow hairy and bloated and mean? And
would Milo, boy Milo that is, still exist in that body?
His father grabbed his hard hat, marched out the door, and a
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stillness rushed in. Milo’s ears rang.
His father worked construction jobs, typically road work done
during the third shift. He’d come home stained in grime, smelling acrid.
But while he was gone, the house became too large, underinhabited. And
Milo would be nearly alone, but not quite, for his mother still snored
upright in her neck brace, and even the absence of his father stalked the
place, claiming it for his own. He’d be back, after all.
***
Milo lay awake into the small hours. Donny was asleep in the bed
by the opposite wall, but he was noiseless and didn’t stir. The streetlamp
outside their home was broken; blackness blotted the room.
Milo had fixated on a single worry: did he have a soul, and if he
did, would it one day go to heaven? He was stumped, as he generally was,
on the first part of that question. The darkness was like a liquid in which
he suspended; he breast-stroked through a half-logic, tinged with sleep
and something else.
For him to have a soul, he had to be singular, separate from the
world around him. There had to be a line, dividing Milo from not-Milo.
All he had to do was to decide where the line was, demarcate it clearly.
This was harder than it should be.
Things seemed to just stick to him. For instance, even in this
room, there was a neon red alarm clock, whose numbers blazed obstinately in his vision. Milo got out of his bed, crossed the room, unplugged the
clock, and crawled under his sheets. To his frustration, the red had left an
imprint on his vision, so he saw the numbers everywhere, smeared on his
retinas. No complete blackness; maybe no heaven.
Maybe this is what his friends learned at church. How to purge
all the unwanted thoughts. He pictured the gates of heaven as a metal
detector, able to spot the soul that had brought too much along. The soul
that had the image of an alarm clock tattooed on it.
Even the whippoorwill knew exactly who he was, triumphed in
his own name. If only Milo could speak with the same purpose.
Sleep was a distant land, and Milo lacked the vehicle to travel
there. He lay immobile in this imperfectly black place.
***
He failed to fall asleep, but somehow he was shaken awake. His
eyes opened into the grey pre-dawn. His father towered over him, his face
distant, stubbled, swaying, the smell of alcohol stinging Milo’s nostrils.
Even as his father grabbed his upper arm, dragged him out of
bed, the burrs of a recent dream clung to him. He almost believed he was
floating over the ground.
They walked through the kitchen, and though no pots sat on the
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stove, a front burner was red hot. The front door slammed open and shut,
and Milo’s feet felt cool dirt in their front yard. “I thought that I told you
to weed the lawn.”
Milo nodded, glancing down.
“And when I asked you if you had done it, you said you had.”
Another nod.
“Then what the fuck,” his father bent down, “is this?” He uprooted a large dandelion, its flower dangling limply over the stalk. He reached
for another. “Or this. Or this. Or,” scooping a whole fistful, “this!” His
father shoved the dandelions so close to Milo’s face that the roots brushed
his forehead, dirt speckling the bridge of his nose.
“I’m sorry,” Milo said.
“You’re sorry,” his father growled. He marched his boy back
inside. In the kitchen, they lingered by the stove.
“I’m sorry. I’m sorry,” Milo stammered, now fully awake. “I’ll do
it today, right when I’m back from school.”
His father stepped toward him, and Milo retreated. He could feel
heat radiating off the range.
“You’ll do it before you go to school. I don’t want to look at another fucking dandelion in our lawn. You got it?”
Milo nodded.
Back in his room, Milo stood over Donny’s bed. His brother was
still asleep, breathing shallowly. He plugged the alarm clock back into the
wall outlet, shifted under his covers. He lay there, wide awake, while the
sun rose, bleeding color into his room. Outside, the neighborhood started
its day: car engines revving, a mourning dove cooing, the smell of early
summer wafting off the grass.
***
His mother drove him to school after he missed the bus. The sun
warmed his neck by the time he finished the weeding, the street placid
and empty. She didn’t say anything to him about the morning’s events,
only lifted her neck brace from its hook by the door and tended to her
reflection in the mirror. She was driving a Lexus now, on those days when
she left the house. She strapped the baby into the car seat in the back, and
Milo squeezed into the front seat. He watched the house pass out of view
as they drove away, the lawn dwindling to hide its fresh wounds.
She’d totaled her car two months ago and had yet to return the
loaner offered by the insurance company. Milo remembered it vividly, his
mother turning left, the other car swooping in from his right, a vicious
choreography. He kept a bump on his forehead like a souvenir. His
mother, though engorged by pregnancy, seemed unharmed, the baby
sound.
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In old photographs, Milo thought his mother beautiful. It wasn’t
just that she was thinner, or that her face was smoother; she seemed, in
those photos, fresh. Untouched, shiny - an apple in autumn. This was
evidence of something, he was sure of it, scattered in gilded frames with
a film of dust. When he saw those photos, Milo wanted to ask, “was she
you? Are you her?” but didn’t know how.
Now, she was mom. She drove slow, signaled long before she
intended to turn. Sang a hymn under her breath, “Come Thou Fount of
Every Blessing.” Milo remembered trips to his grandparents, who lived in
a whispering old home; the Sunday church services down the road;
his mother in the choir, her striking voice; the strong coffee his grandparents brewed that filled the home with its aroma, scents Milo couldn’t yet
describe; how his mother’s voice was like that coffee, rich and dark. Now,
she sang along with her own thoughts, her voice flickering like a
candle.
Milo’s grandparents had passed away a few years ago, and his
family hardly ever went to church now. His mother swung into the parking lot. The sight of the school stirred something in him. Milo wanted to
tell her that he hadn’t been hit. He never had, even when the drinking was
bad, when he was woken in the night. Maybe she knew? How would she
know? He analyzed her face, the light creases on the skin, the expression
faraway. She would know – Milo felt sure of it,
yet he could not yet say why that was. He became aware of the fact that
they hadn’t spoken on this trip. The idea was like stepping on the squeaky
tile in front of the dishwasher. He pecked his mother on the cheek,
stepped lightly from the car, and ran into the school building, sprawling
and low-slung.
***
In his classes, Milo doodled. He liked to draw cities, labyrinthine
alleys and thoroughfares, storefronts and apartment high-rises and skyscrapers. He couldn’t draw people very well, though, and his most intricate
creations were empty, abandoned or yet to be filled. Milo
invented shapes, gave them names and functions. The pontrix: a circle
with teeth, a good shape for keys. The ged: stacked rectangles with a slight
curve, flexible but strong. He made lists – words he heard and didn’t understand, places to which he’d travelled. Places he wanted to go: Saskatchewan, Machu Picchu, Sacramento. What he lacked was any sort of system,
and his plans, innovations, taxonomies, all coexisted in a jumble in his
backpack.
On one sheet of paper, Milo had sketched a series of concentric
circles. Each circle had a name or a word written on its interior edge. In
the middle was his own name. Once, James had seen Milo writing on
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this page in class, and he’d grabbed it. “What’s this?” he’d asked. Milo had
snatched it back, silent. That ass.
He kept it closer, then, only adding to it when he was out of sight,
or otherwise ignored. The outer most ring said, “Ms. Chopra,” in tiny
letters. Of all thing things on the sheet, his teacher’s name was perhaps the
most incriminating. What good reason does a boy have for
jotting a teacher’s name on a private note?
Ms. Chopra had taught Milo’s class about ommatidia, the tiny
photoreceptors that clustered in the eyes of insects. The butterfly, she
explained, could see in all directions at once, a panorama. Humans, in
contrast, had to constantly move to see what was around them, darting
eyes and craning heads, trying to fuse an image of the world.
How, then, did Ms. Chopra herself view with such clarity? She
told the class about the early signs of spring: a blue jay on the dogwood
outside her window, the shoots of clover by the picnic tables, the restless
enthusiasm of Walter, her pet parrot, who knew only one word
(marzipan) and one way of saying it (loudly!). When she explained fractions to the class, she grew firm, precise, and the class was attentive as if
she were explaining the steps of an evacuation. When she read passages
aloud, as she did from The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe, her voice
was mutable, becoming at one moment Edmund, the next the White
Witch, tempting and terrifying.
She brought in fresh radishes from her garden, distributed them
to the class. Milo could’ve sworn that she’d saved the plumpest, most perfectly red specimen for him. He popped the whole thing into his mouth
while his peers nibbled tentatively.
Once, after school, he returned to the classroom to retrieve a
textbook he’d left behind. He discovered Ms. Chopra, back turned to him,
singing in a quiet voice. It wasn’t the low, steady way his mother sang
hymns; Ms. Chopra had a chirping, sudden quality. It was so much like
the birds she loved, catalogued in weathered books kept on the sill. For a
moment Milo thought she’d brought one or two inside while she wrote out
the following day’s lesson on the whiteboard. Birds that Milo had learned
to identify, warblers and cardinals and waxwings sending a nameless
quicksilver through his veins.
They were interrupted by Ms. Nash, a teacher identifiable by her
black clogs, her irritable stamp through the corridors. “Felicia, you haven’t
taken the tissues from my classroom? You know I need all the ones I get.
Oh,” she looked at Milo over her broad, porous nose, “Milo,
right? Shouldn’t you be gone by now?”
***
On the second-to-last day of school, Milo went to Scotty’s house.
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The heat shimmered the air, and they blinked away sweat.
“What do you think 5th grade is like?” Scotty said.
Milo shrugged. “The same, I guess.”
“We’ll still be friends, right?”
“Of course.”
They walked along for an awkward moment, crossing a bald dirt
field.
Scotty said. “I mean, you aren’t switching schools, right?”
It was a fair question. Milo had been to three different schools
already.
“I don’t think so,” Milo said.
Scotty lived in a new neighborhood, with similar-looking houses
pressed close together. The lawns were studded with upright sticks,
thatched with tiny leaves and supported with braces. One day, they’d become shade trees. Mrs. Pole offered them powdered lemonade and microwave pizza. They sat in the air conditioning and played a video game that
involved zombies combusting into purple flames, hemorrhaging blood out
of eye sockets and mouths.
On Milo’s chart, Scotty’s name was in a middle circle. This was
a good distance for a friend. If he were any closer, it might be difficult for
Milo to look him in the eyes, grinning devilishly. Certainly it would be too
close to slap him on the back, or to have sleep overs, or to talk about what
they wanted to do with their lives.
The truth was, those closer circles were blank. The things Milo
would have written there were too slippery, too inconstant to write down.
Something as straightforward as his own Mother – where would she go?
Let alone the other things: a line in a book, the shape of a cloud in the sky,
his own reflection. How much Milo was contained in each of those things?
They got bored of the zombie game, and they went into the
backyard, which was pinched by slanting fences and dominated by a
single oak tree. It must have predated the development, though why it had
been spared demolition was a mystery. They climbed the tree, exploring
familiar routes, daring each other further on the narrowing boughs. They
swung like monkeys, legs kicking, before dropping to the ground. Barefoot
in the grass, Milo felt a dread in his stomach. It passed, but left a bitter
taste in his mouth.
***
In the middle of June, Milo’s father’s construction project
wrapped up. He had a few weeks without much work, only coming in a
few hours each day to consult on a highway expansion. He became a foreman at home. He liked to work with his hands, and started in on a
treehouse in their backyard. Milo found this tremendously exciting; he
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sat under the tree and tossed tools up to his father. “Screwdriver,” the
hunched figure would say, wedged in the crotch of two branches, “measuring tape.”
The A/C was spotty, and at night Milo lay on top of his blankets,
dressed only in his underwear, each breath like a mouthful of ashes. The
alarm clock persisted in the heat, blinking past 1:12AM, 2:02AM, 2:11AM.
Milo tried to pinpoint the moment he succumbed to sleep, drained of outside influence. It seemed right that Milo, and only Milo, passed through
the gates of slumber.
Why, then, did he dream of the baby crying? Of cramped boxes
and Donny’s gibberish and falling from Scotty’s oak tree, grown tall as
a cliff? He woke hours later with that feeling of dread, which was soon
soothed by the cool morning air, the cleanness of a new day.
Milo’s mother glowed in his father’s new presence. The orange
pill bottles stayed in their cabinet mostly, and she tidied the kitchen piecemeal. Some months ago, she had opened an online store, bedazzling cheap
jeans and selling them for a profit. She’d gotten a fresh batch of orders and
busied herself at the kitchen table, bedazzler in hand, a church tune under
her breath. One evening she baked a ziti casserole, and the six of them sat
together, chewing in silence, until Charlotte announced that she didn’t like
pasta and broke into tears. Their father marched her to her room, where
she continued to sob dramatically.
Most evenings, Jeff and Bill came around, friends of their father.
They sat on collapsible lawn chairs, weaving arguments, differentiating
this from that, teasing out the nature of things. They’d heckle passersby,
seeking second opinions, waving away dissent. Milo didn’t like Bill, a
big-bellied man who liked to swing Milo’s siblings into his lap, making
comments about how much they had grown, peppering them with words
like scamp and rascal and the aroma of beer and oats. Boozy horse. Jeff
had a sallow look, wore a goatee and ill-fitting clothes. He gave sharp, violent gestures, sitting upright and setting his beer down, jabbing his palm
with a finger. Milo’s father would slap him on the back, disarming him. At
a certain point, they would converse loudly with neighbors, giving their
children nicknames. Their shadows lengthening toward the house.
These evenings, Milo was less alone than ever. He could hear
them in his backyard, in his bedroom, on occasion when he was playing
with his friends, a few streets over. And that sound shattered him into a
kaleidoscopic version of himself, patterns shifting with no orientation.
By mid-June, the tree house had a ladder, a floor, a low wall. If viewed
from above, it would have looked like a rhombus. From below it looked
like a ship, the tree a mast in the middle.
Milo and Donny camped there at night, watching the brightest
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planets pass overhead. During those nights, Milo gave up his search for a
black place. Instead of isolation, he allowed himself to dissipate in nighttime, rising upward like a vent of hot air, falling asleep in the upper
atmosphere. Before nodding off, Donny would invent constellations. “I see
a cat.” “I see a flower.” “I see Mom.” “I see a triangle.”
“They’re all triangles, Donny.”
“That’s not true.”
“Yes, it is. Any three points will make a triangle.”
“Nu-uh. I see a square.”
“But that has to be four points.”
And so on. Donny would fall asleep abruptly during these conversations, swaddled in fleece blankets, his eyes only half closed.
***
Charlotte’s birthday was on July 12th, and the party was on
July 13th, princess-themed, the backyard garlanded in pink and yellow
streamers. The previous week had been the hottest of the summer thus
far, but she had still insisted on wearing her costume. The skirt was made
of a gauzy material, and the hem was black with dirt by the day of the
party, a sleeve torn at the shoulder. She allowed Milo to comb her hair, but
otherwise she looked feral, plucked from a Halloween night and incubated
for months in a jungle. Their mother had indeed invited all the girls in her
class at school. Charlotte adopted a magnanimous tone as they entered;
perhaps she thought she, at the age of 7, ought to behave in a more grownup way. This scheme collapsed into a shrieking game of freeze tag.
Milo’s father had a strained expression, and he retreated to the
treehouse with his drill. He screwed in a support beam on the back wall,
stabilizing it. When Milo came over, his father didn’t glance up, but stood
to appraise the work. “Does this look straight?” he asked. Milo
nodded. “Yes, sir.”
There wasn’t much help Milo could offer, other than the occasional consultation on the levelness or desirability of a certain beam. He
watched the party, the easy mania of the little girls. The mothers sat in
folding chairs, legs crossed, taking turns to watch their daughters. His
mother nursed something in a paper cup, her hands and face restless.
Charlotte was a sight. She picked every opportunity to argue, making certain of this and putting a stop to that. Little czarina. Milo could have given
her some pointers.
“Could we put a guardrail here?”
“Maybe,” the man grunted. “Tomorrow.”
Below them, Charlotte’s voice grew imperious, then cracked into
sobs.
The cake was cut, gifts opened, sugar highs brought low. By eve56

ning, many of the children had left. The more boisterous parents stayed,
drinking paper cups of white wine, their children subdued at their sides.
The invitee’s older siblings and cousins drifted in. Milo’s father had joined
the gathering, becoming sociable, telling stories of gruesome accidents
and near-misses on construction lots. Both Donny and the baby slept
inside, and Milo’s mother was free to play hostess, refilling drinks and
rearranging chairs, firing up the grill and procuring a bag of hotdogs. She
wore a billowing summer dress, catching the wind like a sail. The children
regrouped around Charlotte. By now, many were nearly as dirty and ragged. Milo watched from his tree house as they climbed the fence into the
neighbor’s yard. The familiar urge summoned
him, to join and to lead. But something kept him back. Charlotte shrugged
off the help of another girl, hoisting herself up and over.
The dusk brought fireflies. They enchanted the air. Milo returned
to the house for Mason jars, finding it quiet and strange compared to the
vibrant night. He couldn’t locate the jars, settling instead for Ziploc bags.
He slammed the kitchen cupboard and stopped short.
The house was motionless. Milo could feel his heart beating, too
large for his slender chest. If he couldn’t answer the question now, it was
hopeless. Who was he, and who wasn’t he? Something had condensed.
Footsteps in the living room. Donny had propped himself against
a sack of cereal, yawning and rubbing sleep from his eyes. “Hi, Milo,”
he said, “what will we play?” Soon, they had Ziploc bag of dead fireflies.
Night fell reluctantly, deepening each shade of blue on its way to black.
Milo and Donny caught the bugs between cupped palms until the last
ones extinguished. Back in the tree house, they hung their legs off the platform. The adults seemed emboldened by the dark. They were now playing
charades. Milo couldn’t make out who they all were, but he spotted the
next door-neighbor Mrs. Hurd stamping her feet, writhing an arm in front
of her face like an elephant. He saw, but it couldn’t be so – Ms. Nash, her
bare feet propped onto an umbrella stand, slapping her knee in mirth.
Milo wanted to get closer and descended the ladder, slinking toward the
patio. There was just the one naked bulb on the back porch, illuminating
fragments of bodies.
It might have been Ms. Nash, but it was impossible to tell. The
woman’s face flashed in and out of shadows. Nearby, the pack of children
emitted high-pitched yips and howls.
Milo heard Donny call out behind him. He spun around and saw
the dark form of the tree. The moon wasn’t yet out, only pulsing stars. The
grown-ups noticed the same thing, someone flicked off the single light,
and they spilled onto the lawn, dropping blankets and staring upward.
Rather than quiet down, they hooted and shouted bawdy jokes.
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A sharp cry of pain sounded. The grown-ups didn’t seem to hear,
and Milo mounted the ladder for a better vantage. He couldn’t see anything. Frustrated, he lifted himself onto a large branch, gripping with his
toes. He clambered higher until the adults were indistinct below him, his
vision extending three or four backyards in either direction. He saw the
children moving in a mob, back toward the house.
Donny spoke from beneath him, “is Charlotte OK?”
“What?
“Charlotte. She’s hurt.”
Milo didn’t say anything. The children entered the back yard,
assisting a limping figure in a costume gown. The conversation stuttered to
a halt, and the stargazers rose to their elbows. Milo’s parents acted quickly.
The confusion of the scene left him second-guessing his impressions for
years to come, but it seemed like they had been lying on opposite ends of
the yard, each next to a different partner. They intersected at Charlotte,
who was slumped on the ground. The other children backed away, embarrassed. Charlotte disappeared beneath the two of
them. The great size of Milo’s father. The glint of his mother’s neck brace.
When Charlotte reemerged, tiny in her father’s arms, Milo saw something
dark and wet on her face. During all of this, no one thought to turn on the
lightbulb.
The children hung back as the adults made exaggerated motions
and offered opinions. Milo’s parents huddled over Charlotte, protected
her from the meddling others, shepherded her inside with efficiency, with
grace. The entire time, Charlotte didn’t cry at all. Milo saw a slight shadow
follow his parents inside. Donny had crept down, joined the party of the
injured as they retreated to the house.
In time, the children began a night game, and the adults found
new things to talk about. Another bottle of wine was fetched. I should go
inside. Milo thought. The bark was rough and gripped easily beneath his
toes. With his forearms he propped himself upright in the tree.
The thought crossed his mind that this summer would pass,
feverish and wild, giving way to a damp fall, a frigid winter, seasons that
would become years. A day would arrive when he’d scale this tree for the
last time, though he wouldn’t recognize it when it came. And he’d revisit
this evening, the way his body fit perfectly into his perch, the confusion of
the events below. He might start to believe he had made up or embellished
the details. Or perhaps he had blended the events of many nights, many
summers, together into a single instance, one party that encompassed
everything against which he could contrast himself. This is Milo. That is
not. This is Milo. That is not.
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An Open Letter to the Eleanor Roosevelt Middle School 6th Grade Class
My Fellow Members of the 6th Grade Class,
It is with a heavy heart that I concede defeat in the recent student
council election. I think we can agree that this election has pushed us past
certain thresholds that we hoped never to cross. It’s time to unify, to be
all that we can be. Remember the days of the Model Rocket Launch? The
booster that Jason R.’s team spray-painted gold, catching a glint of light on
that perfect afternoon, flying higher than Mr. Jenkins
said he’d ever seen? Remember how we all cheered, regardless of team,
regardless of homeroom or allergen status?
I forget myself. How easy it is to get wrapped up in the past.
Perhaps those days are really behind us. The Read-a-Thon come and gone,
and with it the singular feat of Melissa finishing the entire Guardians of
Ga’Hoole series twice through. And then, upon receiving her prize – a
pepperoni pizza from Luigi’s to share with two friends – she
saved her last slice for Connor, our runner-up. How we admired her that
day! How her grace and kindness ennobled us all.
And this brings me to my first point. Grace. How do we define
it? We are told that it is not earned, but granted. Can you think of anyone
who could use a little grace right now? Some down-and-out individual
who hasn’t been his best self, who might have gone a little far in the course
of certain events. If you were thinking me, then ding ding
ding. I’ve been walking around these past few days, searching for a crumb
of that grace, scuffing up dirt on the playground, waiting for one of your
to approach and say, “Hey, you’re not so bad. You tried your best and,
if anything, demonstrated a creative streak that we’ve been missing as a
class. Maybe student council isn’t your thing, but surely you have a bright
future? Maybe on the student newspaper or the robotics team?” These are
the thoughts circulating in my head as I pace along the far wall past the
kickball field. In case anyone was watching and wondering what was on
my mind.
Classmates, you might ask yourself, “how could we forgive someone who divided us? Someone who turned friend against friend? Someone
who benefitted from (and I refuse to use the word ‘exploited’ here) our
collective sense of grievance?” Valid questions, both. And to them I would
say: perhaps I didn’t divide us, but only exposed the divisions that were
already festering? After all, didn’t The Vending Machine Incident (aka
the Battle of the Jessicas) occur long before my candidacy? And as to the
latter, I would like to reaffirm the stance of my campaign: that we should
live, eat, and breathe in any we see fit. I will not apologize for inspiring our
class to yearn for freedom. Though I will certainly fade from our fractious
politics, I hope you will remember my message.
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Justice. Pride. Those tasty pre-packaged PB and Js they used to keep next
to the milk cartons in the lunch line.
And if you all will indulge me, I can’t write this letter without
addressing the slanders I’ve faced in this process. Yes, fellow sixth-graders,
I, too ,felt the barbs of our partisan divides in ways I never anticipated.
When a certain speech impediment made itself known during one of the
Student Council Debates, many of you did not hesitate, asking questions
that might trigger it again (i.e. “Brian, do you prefer soup or salad as your
starter?” or “Brian, is San Antonio south or southwest of school?”). Overall, not cool. Not cool at all. Even worse were the insinuations about my
family, after I made it clear that the campaign and personal life must be
kept separate at all costs! Just because, as
superintendent, my mom might have privileges that the average mom
doesn’t have, or that as a lawyer, my dad might be uniquely situated to
groom my student council bid. Yes, my enemies sought to paint me as
some sort of Rockefeller, silver spoon and all, clambering to my anointed
throne at the highest rung of political life in the sixth-grade. Is that really
me, classmates? Is that the Brian you know and love, who doesn’t complain if he’s picked last in soccer? Who will gladly barter his Famous
Amos cookies at lunch? Look within yourselves, and then tell me if I’m
really such a bad guy.
I urge you all to remember that this is my concession. I lose. Do
you imagine that’s easy for me to say? Me, who obviously wanted to be on
Student Council more than anyone else in our class? Certainly more that
Olivia, who, as we all know, only entered her name in the race because her
mom told her she needed an activity on Tuesdays. Olivia, who would just
be another horse girl if her brother had Frisbee practice on any other day.
What of my campaign slogan, rolled out before the school year even started (“Allergic to Injustice”), my evenings in the Media Room making flyers,
my surveys about what changes to the cafeteria mattered most to you, my
potential constituents? The point is that I accept the result, even though
I am well within my rights to challenge those eleventh-hour ballots cast
right at the end of the school day. I’m not even going to ask for a recount,
though I could. No; I understand that this isn’t a time for a schism. It’s
a time for healing. A time for forgiveness. A time to acknowledge that
downloading Student Health Records is less a crime to be punished than a
heroic act by someone who just wants to make the school a better place.
In closing, I urge you all not to think to the past, those sweet
days now beyond our reach now. Instead, let’s think to the future. A
future in which we put our antagonistic chants behind us (“Peanut-free,
not for Peanut-me” comes to mind). A future in which we find a school
nurse with some backbone, one who can handle a protest or two without
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running from the school in a fit of tears. A future in which Olivia’s brother
quits the Frisbee team. Let us unite, not as lone Wolverines, but as a pack!
Let us redeem ourselves in the eyes of Eleanor Roosevelt Middle School,
for who among us wouldn’t like a little redemption? I know I would. And
if I’ve learned one thing about each of you (and I’ve learned many) from
this election, it’s that you would, too.
Sincerely,
Brian LeFarge
Former Student Council Candidate
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911 is the Emergency
Angela Mayorga

The year is 2020. The month, June, midway through the year as the
summer sun beams down on the citizens of America, revealing their true
nature. Let them try, and try they may, but no one can hide from who they
are. Whether it be racists or allies, police officers or protestors, you cannot
hide from what you truly are. Technology now bounds us to the truth. It
helps the sun shine the light on those hiding in the comfort of the shadows and reveals the reality of what is really going on in our country. And
now, class, perhaps you may see, that there is no justice.
There are laws and government officials you say, to protect us from any
wrongdoing, but where are they when a black man is being suffocated to
death for “resisting arrest?” Where are they now when a black child wearing a hoodie gets arrested for walking down the street for “acting
suspicious?” Where are they now when a brown man gets pulled over and
beaten for “running a red light?” Tell me, where is this justice you speak
of? Frankly, I don’t see it.
I want to believe. I want to believe that the country we live in is just and
true, and home to the free and brave. But, how can I when I fear for my
life, and for the lives of my family? How can I believe in the legal system,
when police officers go out of their way to arrest my brothers for dressing
a certain way? Do you mean to tell me that a white T-shirt and Dickies
shorts with Cortez shoes is an invitation to get arrested, or much worse
killed? They want us to fear every man with a bald head and a gold chain
walking on the street.
The streets are lined with the unconscious bodies of our brothers and sisters who protest peacefully, but were punished with tear gas for inconveniencing the white people who couldn’t shop till they drop no more. There
are holes in our heads made by the rubber bullets deployed by the officers
who were sent down to “protect us.”
Tell me, officer, who are you really protecting? Not the innocent I can tell
you for sure, for it is the innocent you have chosen to target for being of a
different shade than you. Must I apologize for the color of my skin? When
you pull me over, should I describe the ways my skin is a
nuisance to this country? I guess I am sorry. I’m sorry you cannot see just
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how blind you are.
But, it is not just you. You are merely the enforcers. The true masterminds
are those who have sent you. The politicians who profit off of our arrests,
collecting a check from the federal government for helping crack down
crime. The president who is quick to send troops to shoot us down. They
don’t want us here. They don’t care for us. They never have. History has
shown us that time and time again our lives are insignificant to the white
power that is clearly prevalent in our country today.
I’m tired. The kind of tired that cannot be cured with warm milk and a
good night’s rest. The bedtime stories that are told to me at night aren’t of
the boogeyman or of princesses who find their happily ever after. Unless
the boogeyman is just another name for Donald Trump and the
princesses are what you call white women who were able to get an innocent man arrested and go
about their day.
Bang. Bang.
You’d play cowboys and indians when you were little, whereas I would play
cops and robbers. You were always the cowboy, huh, saving the damsel in
distress from the savage indians. Guess who I would be? I never gave the
game much thought, but even the games of a child make us out to be the
bad guy. Are we so far lost as to willingly volunteer to be the robber?
Bang. Bang.
Another one dead. How many of us must die before we will ever find
peace? Not even a pregnant woman sitting in the safety of her own car is
safe. They don’t care. You don’t care. I refuse to submit and must advocate
to resist.
I can’t. I can’t do it anymore. I can’t keep watching everyone around me
get hurt anymore. How am I supposed to choose between my own mother
and father? Why is it I feel safe and at ease whenever I go shopping with
my mother? Is it her pale complexion that gives me rest? Do I rest assured
knowing if we were to be pulled over they would take one look at her and
let us go? Deep down do I know that my father’s skin is only asking to get
hurt? Do I know this? Why do I know this? I’m only fourteen. I shouldn’t
fear for my life. I shouldn’t favor a parent over another.
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911, what’s your emergency?
You are.
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Sundress
Shanelle Huynh

The sundress had been sitting in her closet for about a year now.
Alina had picked the sundress from a cute, one-of-a-kind boutique on
her beach trip last summer with her best friend April. April had actually
been the one who convinced Alina to get it, besides the overzealous sales
girl who already had an ulterior motive to convince her. Alina bought the
expensive, dress despite her nerves about the price, to save it for a special
day. Since then, it drooped in the darkness that encompassed the back of
her wardrobe and gathered dust. The only time it saw the day was when
Alina opened the left side closet door to grab the sweatshirts next to it or
the sweatpants under.
But this week was the one, she thought. Alina was sat in the nook
by her window, watching her dad water the plants in the front yard. The
way he arched the hose made a rainbow appear over the potted flowers. A
sign. This week was going to be good. Alina turned back to glance at the
calendar above her desk. She had at least three important days planned
and ticked them off in her head: her first date with Milo from math class
on Tuesday night, movie with friends on Thursday, and a family dinner
outing at her favorite restaurant on Friday. So many events in one week
made her nervous but she was glad to have three opportunities, in case
one cancelled which was always a possibility. She glanced at the closet
then, knowing her dusty sundress sat just
behind the wooden door.
She smiled to herself imagining how it would look when she
stood in front of the mirror spinning around in the soft yellow fabric
covered in white daisies. From what she could remember, it even had frills
at the neck and sleeve ends. A fancy sundress like that required a
fancy occasion. Her July birthday had just passed when she got the dress
but now it was a year later and she figured this birthday was the perfect
time. She would be turning twenty, a good number. She would have to
start dressing like a twenty-year-old soon and this sundress would be
the start of it all.
Alina wandered over to her bed and laid down. She grabbed her
phone and scrolled through Pinterest, pinning ideas of different ways to
style the dress. She could wear it all three days, couldn’t she? She could
surely wash it in between wears and style it three different ways to spice
it up. And none of the three events would have the same people there, no
one would even notice. She figured she might as well get the best bang out
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of her buck for the beautiful sundress before it inevitably made its way
back into the dark closet shadows once more for the winter.
She was deciding between having the denim jacket overtop on
her date or with friends when her mom walked in.
“Honey! Are you excited for your birthday?” She asked, clapping
her hands together with a smile.
Alina sat upright and nodded. “Actually, perfect timing. I need
your help,” she said. She handed her phone to her mom to display the
Pinterest board dedicated to the sundress. She explained her plan and style
ideas and asked which one worked best for each event.
“Oh, you don’t want to switch it up each day, honey? I’m sure
you have more than one dress!” her mom said, chuckling and handing the
phone back.
Alina felt her posture deflate. “Well, I–”
Her mom snapped as if a lightbulb turned on in her head. “We
could go shopping too! Remember that new store that opened at the
mall?”
Alina offered a smile but shook her head. Her short, brown curls
danced around her face. “No, that’s okay, Ma. I’ve just been waiting for
forever to wear this dress so I want to make the most of it.”
Her mom gave her a look but didn’t push further. She shrugged
and mentioned that Alina’s dad had made the reservation for Friday so
they were good to go before leaving.
Tuesday rolled around and Alina still hadn’t relieved the sundress from its stoic place on the hanger. Milo was supposed to pick her
up around 7 but it was 6:45 and he hadn’t sent a single text. Alina had her
hair and makeup done, even painted her nails in the meantime. She didn’t
want to put the sundress on until her nails had dried. She was going to put
it on before but the image of nail polish spilling on it had made her decide
against it. She sat at her desk, monitoring her messages on her phone and
laptop. Maybe the house internet was down? Did the internet even impact
texts? Maybe her cell service was spotty? She was about to get up and
waddle down the hall to her dad’s office to check when her phone lit up.
MILO: Hey. So... I can’t tonight. My little sister won some big
competition and we’re going out to celebrate. So sorry, can we reschedule?
Alina ignored her heart sinking into her stomach and typed back an “it’s
okay” message.
Her 6:00 pm alarm woke Alina from her nap the next day. She
rubbed her eyes and clickedvthe “OK” button. The screen lit up with a
litany of messages from her group chat. April and Vivian were trying to
tell her that the movie she wanted to see was taken off the theater’s list and
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did she still want to go see something else?
She picked up a pillow and groaned into it. After exhaling her
anger, she typed a message out to the girls. They could postpone until next
week. What did it matter anyway, right? At least she still had the family
celebration tomorrow.
Her mom called her down for dinner. She begrudgingly got out
of bed and came downstairs. Alina’s eyebrows furrowed as she noticed everyone was looking at her. Her dad, little brother, and mom kept exchanging looks. “What gives?”
Her mom took a breath in before saying, “So, honey, your dad
and I actually miscommunicated...”
Alina shrugged as if to say, “Okay and?”
Her dad and brother looked like they were holding their breaths
as her mom continued. “About the dinner reservations... basically, funny
story, we both thought the other called already. But... y’know we actually
didn’t. So. We can’t go to your favorite restaurant tomorrow because their
booked.”
Alina looked down at the table. She silently nodded along as her
mom kept making small talk trying to distract from the clear mood shift.
Her mom rattled off places and Alina assured her they were all
great, any of them would be fine. Eventually, she scarfed down her food at
the table then excused herself to bed early.
“Happy happy birthday!” Her family chorused as they walked
into her room with a cake. Alina smiled sleepily as she tried to calm her
bed head. She blew out the candles, as they sang, and made a wish.
“We’ll do gifts later at dinner tonight, but I got you something
special!” her mom said. She went out into the hallway and came back
in with a shiny new dress in her hand. Alina felt her heart in her throat.
Hadn’t she told her mom she wanted to wear the sundress ? A thousand
times even? Yet, she took the dress from her mom’s hands mumbling a
“thank you” and a “yeah, it’s so pretty.”
Once her mom left, she slumped it on the back of her desk chair
and stared at it. Maybe there’d never be a special enough occasion for the
happy, flowy sundress. Maybe her twenties were meant to be full of navy,
velvet dresses instead.
Alina stumbled back into her room. These heels were killing her and this
dress had been itching at her legs during the whole meal. She couldn’t wait
to take them off. The dinner was nice, but the waiter had messed up her
order despite everyone reiterating to him that she was
lactose intolerant. She tried to remember the good parts: her parents had
gotten her a new tapestry for her room and her brother got her a pretty
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case for her laptop. They went out for dessert after, unexpectedly deciding
to walk around the town, which is why her feet had started
to hurt so bad.
She sat on her bed, undoing the claps of her heels. The curtains
of her window were still open, allowing the moonlight to seep through.
She followed its path and found the light shining on her sundress. She
supposed she had left her closet open while getting ready earlier. Her eyes
squinted as she stared at it. Part of her wanted to rip it up, but the other
part had an even more insane sounding idea. What if she just put it on
now? In the middle of the night with no sun in sight? No people around?
No special event to be had? She was sick of waiting for one. What if she
didn’t need a reason to put this special sundress on? What if... what if she
was an important enough reason?
Alina hopped up from her bed and stomped to the closet as
lightly as she could, wanting to keep momentum but not wake anybody up
after their tiring night. She yanked the dress from its hanger and slid it on.
It felt smooth against her skin, not itchy like the velvet had been.
She sat on her roof and went to gaze up at the stars. The overgrown tree in her front yard stood above her roof and blocked half of her
near-perfect view. She huffed and scooted a bit to the right yet her sundress had snagged on the lip of a roof tile. By the time she noticed, she had
moved too far and it ripped. The tear created a little slit above her knee.
She laughed to herself, thinking all this imperfection made the moment
that much more enjoyable.
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Finding Yourself at Midnight Entangled in the Quantum World
Kelly Morgan
When you are in the dark and the day has shattered with you,
the street light, prismatic like gypsum, falls in through shuttered blinds
and lands on the ceiling above your room’s blurry figures—
figures that near incomprehensibility once you remove your glasses.
When you are in the dark, the room empties into the space between nucleus and cloud,
and you fill with buzzing energy that holds you motionless. You watch in unenviable stillness
as the squares crossing your ceiling lose their dividing lines.
The figures abandon geometry and you fear you have gone blind.
When you are in the dark you do not know your own geometry.
You thought —during the day— that you had an edge, that there was you and not-you,
but now shadows from the blinds have slotted into place,
and the thousands of gut microbes emerge to be counted in the census of your body.
When you are in the dark, the microbes ask through acid reflux if you

would again call yourself an isolated entity, edged and bounded, and in doing so, forsake them.
During the day, you thought defining a cloud’s border mattered less than the cloud itself, but now

you are soaked in silence, and a storm’s first droplets reframe your precipitous convictions.
When you are in the dark, a voice slips through the rain outside, but the closer you reach
to comprehending its words, the more you recall Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle,
and the less you know who is speaking. You listen, and the syllables become as disembodied
as the clanking echoes of pipes somewhere in the building’s walls.
When you are in the dark and motionless, you look directly at the vituperative voices
in your mind— and they stop. These voices are like the electron:
their lines appear only when you turn away from them. Face them head-on,
and they snuff from existence like the man turning the corner on the sidewalk below.
You do not know if you are still a human. When you are in the dark, the uncertainty
at last shatters your electrons’ buzzing bind and urges you to crank open the window
and throw yourself through the screen in search of tangible evidence that the sidewalk
the man turned down is concrete and not some hardened disembodied light.

For Hampton
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Behind the House
Gloria Keeley

there’s a belief that if
a bird knew mathematics
she’d be unable to fly
her inner compass bearing west
into the pocket of space
below the sky cul-de-sac
where existentialists factor climate
kite tails paint the sky
in their yearly regatta
stars in the yard mix
with fireflies
a dead bird
wings still flapping in the wind
as if airborne, poised to fly
the black hole of its nest
behind the house
near the rumpus room
where the deceased respond
with their usual silence
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Bones of the Moon
Gloria Keeley

I sank a kayak
to watch it drown
not nice, I know
but I needed the equation
I think of ways to complicate my problems
out of dreams stars glimmer in ballet
bones of the moon, dance
this is how I predict the weather
in the back garden
the last eyes of aged potatoes
catch visions of garden arbors
the climbing plants green and young
I reach for memories
like rings on a carousel
my light is urgent in the morning
dark when mourning
black branches claw purple
hold the white moths of trance
while catching prisms
flies rub their legs on the leaves
electricity discharged, scattered
into guitars of cut-glass strings
that bolt through the night
the whales, now stressless
while galaxies shine
over blues men and wild nights
boneless mussels smoke
beneath the moon
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buson’s monomoth
Turq Teischa

On the one-ton temple bell
a moonmoth, folded into sleep,
sits still.
~ Taniguchi Buson
positive & negative
space & earth
nothing & something
death & birth
time into ceasing
still & yet breathing
action becomes watching
waiting begets time
cycles repeating—
folded in sleep,
buson’s moonmoth, dreaming
found itself in a fake country
where the inhabitants
had this curious practice
of drilling two-inch holes
straight down
to the center
of the earth
using industrial
mining equipment.
lingering in palm tree shadow,
the workers drank clammy bottles of beer
and spoke of an island called klaus,
which was overgrown
with rakeplants and ropeplants.
the moth believed this business with the drills
was destabilizing the entire region.
to test its theory,
the moth flew down one of the holes
and came out in the paris catacombs,
blowing clean through
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to the other side of the planet.
when it found its way to the surface
and reached the light of day,
the sky was full of fire.
the moth understood this to mean
china and russia were at war,
and everywhere the moth went,
man had already been,
leaving mockingmimickingdazzlingdizzyinglights,
lights to confuse,
to copy the familiar cyclops moon,
the effect like living in a kaleidoscope,
in a funhouse mirror,
fire or porch light or headlight,
and the moth ricocheted from one lamp
			
to another
singing its wings—
It knew it needed to get to some high and lonely place,
where the trees and the tall grass sways in the night wind,
blotting out stars,
and some narrow strip of road curves
through the hills below,
the lights of the occasional car flicking past,
the hum of its motor a distant memory—
and there would be ghosts in those hills, yes.
but the moth could not find a place
so dark and deep, though it flew to lands
north of the north pole and south of the south,
where the hollow earth opens its mouth,
and to those hidden, hyperborean places
where moths unfold their wings,
releasing slumping sleeping people
from spun sugar egg sacs into dreams.
before the council of moths it pled its case,
to painted ladies clothed in tiger lily petals,
to the two tufted horns of the atlas moth’s
magisterial crown, to cabbage whites,
to owl moths with rheumy, glitter-rimmed eyes,
and creatonotos gangis, the nightmare moth,
and to all the moths that no longer exist—
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poko noctuid, madeiran butterflies, xerces blue.
to buson’s moonmoth, they said,
that to humans they were
but a concept.
And so the moth awoke on the great bronze curve
of the one-ton temple bell.
The humans thought it looked so peaceful, there.
They eulogized it in poetry.
They said it was beautiful.
They even pinned it to a card.
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Cold Oven
Gloria Keeley

tires on gravel
the couple drives away
embarking on their travels
hiding behind a rose bush
I leave a rose at their door
I take over their house
I sleep in their bed
I cook on their stove
I wash my clothes in
their machine
cold sheets blow on the line
friends receive my new
phone number
my driver’s license has a new
address
mail arrives daily
I walk the invisible dog
to the beach every day
shorebirds search the shore
I give them sand dollars
to purchase the moon
squid prefer clean water
their ink writes chanties
on the ocean floor
terns turn in
five directions
sewing up the points of stars
back home I turn on the oven
the potatoes burn
like hot horses
after a rough night ride
I eat juicy tomatoes
picked from the field
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row upon row of
red sea shell souls
the radio news is on
there’s a wind over Kansas
rain makes progress
on the roof
the shutters shuffle noisily
I enjoy the evening
beauty salon magazines
on the coffee table
the Braille of piano rolls
etch audio notations
a photo album contains
one baby picture
beautiful rosy cheeks
and dress to match
before bed I go outside
to view the stars and moon
over the house
with my face skyward I
name each constellation
at peace I start back
toward the door
I spot a cross
out farther in the yard
the oven turned off and cold
Here Lies Tiny Alice
her rose dress
emptying in the ground
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Interior
Lance Nizami

Corridor. 1. I silently open a narrow white door

Pale diffuse sunlight streams through a long corridor
Silent, narrow, white
White doors on its sides, at its end a white door
All doors, faintly glowing, identical
The end door I open, it shows a white room
A room of white fixtures in pale filtered light
The room glows faint eggshell in weakened white light
A sound, just perceptible, whispers of breeze
I stand in the doorway not breaking the spell
Singular, waiting, my feelings becalmed

White room. 2. Lines, corners, cut sharp firm

Edge makes shadow; shadow tells me of dimensions, things unseen
A depth, a distance
Door is open, depth beyond
Now door is closed, and space ends there untruthfully
The mirror when uncovered falsely shows me depth, but it’s just flatness
The furnishings are blocks, of odd size, seeming solid through
But they’re just planed, their insides hollow, model-like
One lone exception shows: a clear and planar pane of glass
It isolates, but not conceals
And so all things but one are skins that hide what is behind them
To eyes unaided in plain light, mere skins will lie within our sight –
Closet door. 3. Hard white rectangular resistant it slides aside, darkness within
Narrowly, limp objects hang from frames, motionless, parallel
The colors dark-muted to sameness
Dead quiet
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I stand gazing at the shaded back wall, imagine it fading to black air
And I step inside that secret space, reaching back to close the door behind
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stargazing on the moon
Dr. Todd Fuller & Quin Carver Johnson

Every face caught in the lie of a moonlight moment
looks heavenly, like angels, like dust shimmering
in beams of light / from the window, unnerving and divine.
//
If you close your eyes, you can almost feel
how fast we’re spinning, hurtling towards
the sun and, then, shooting off in the other
direction right at the last second.
//
Often, while floating, drifting, existing solely
in a hallucinogenic haze, I see you in the nighttime faces
of St. Paul
The moon, like you, is constant—showing only one
of its two sides—and, yet, constantly shifting, dissolving
in the light.
//
Now, if you open your eyes, you will always see the earth
and now it feels like we aren’t moving at all, but, instead,
watching a marble spin and spin and spin forever. And,
above it, all these stars.
//
From up here, atop this roof, soaring high above
the earth, turning—orbiting—slowly, dancing
with angels, all of these people look like ants / look
so happy through their windows/ look so pretty
with their faces on / have no faces / are all you and
all not you at the same time / are seeing the same stars
as you / as me / are seeing me, but faceless, shining,
glittering like a star.
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//
Tonight, on the moon, I am the only one awake.
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Continued Dreaming
Spencer Wilkins

garlic bulbil
in hand I press
thick scent from
hermaphrodite flowers
to yellow paste
*
inked on The Science Times
Humans Can’t Read While Dreaming
suppose winter cranberries
shrivel
to brown,
suppose it is continued dreaming
when spittle wets the eiderdown;
*
a steel blistered jug
collects resin
which finches dip
on Rorschach beaks
and wash in vernal pools,
Ionna finds
a spice merchant with
a horse and a moon
face
*
you think death
is a vacation in
sulfur onsens
where, probably,
I could say,
a short oiran—
who learned
this week
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how not
to stifle the sounds
of tears—
wades eye deep
*
and I needle—death is
a superpod, plantations
of sweet clonal banana,
the count of flat
ironed bills
before you
*
and somewhere we
or you cradle
the husks we were
and are but I
am sunset, like
bulbs of Asian pear
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Lone Kitchen Light
Bebe Stroud

You rest on the mosaic countertop
where I like to imagine your mom handed a snoozy seventeen year old you
cinnamon toast for breakfast.
At 1 am the kitchen light is the last one standing
but even the determined loner light looks sleepy.
It flickers a yawn
and light meanders slowly off of your brown hair
which is ruffled in that way that only
being awake past midnight can shake.
I drag my sluggish body off the couch and
hand you the empty dorito bag
paired with a hug.
You hug me, and then without a second thought,
like you’ve done it a thousand times before,
you kiss me in the dozing kitchen light
goodnight.
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dust
Akiem Gough

Strolling on thin and gently sloping blankets of air
so steady it could be just space,
and I could be just the size of a light particle
yet nothing like light;
not bright, not easy to find focus on.
Except, I am as seemingly harmless.
It must be naivety that fills you to your roundness
And infinitely voluptuous volume,
for you clothe and unclothe yourself with no sense
of haste - or perhaps you do
mistake me for the light
you always leave a carpet rolled out for.
The third time you are naked, I become imaginary.
You make a tunnel and fling it around
To catch my presence
while you slowly begin to forget me.
You give up, you rest - then open up
for a fourth time.
You shouldn’t have.
An extra layer of moisture lathers your skin,
over-pouring, over-powering,
overcoming you.
You feel it I am anchored in your flesh so firmly,
the river of moisture does nothing.
You shake, you shake, you shake.
You make your clothing drape heavily
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and fling it around and around your skin,
hoping I will get caught.
It is but a joy ride for me
I hold on so tight,
not flinching at the sharp angles
nor becoming nauseated at the loops
upon loops
upon loops.
You bulge at the pressure of that panicked blood
I can see from this view,
as bold in red as you are now
as red as the core of the planet mars
when its surface melts away from solar flares.
You can’t find me.
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Metropolis
Paulina Herrera

Hey
She asks

Are you listening?

As I lay in bed
I nod, sleep threatening me
Her voice a cacophony of love and sirens
It is a twenty four hour symphony
		
And I am her greatest fan
She drowns out my insecurities
Levels upon levels of smiling windows
My midnight therapists
Or dance partners when sleep turns to sunrise
Unfamiliar nostalgia
Her morning kiss a reminder that new days always come
And even when night unravels day
The lights that adorn her scare away the soliciting shadows
Cruel she can also be
Mocking with the highlighter color lights when days suck
When my body sags in fatigue
And she plays her records louder to be petty
But I stay anchored in her dock
The home I never wanted but learned to need
So When I’m ready to go again
		
I think of her as my first love
And as her shimmering diamond self melts into the horizon
		
I don’t forget to whisper a soft and unnoticed
Goodbye
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what i gain when the sun sets
Shanelle Huynh

when the sun sets i get to play stupid
treat your body like a shadow i found
and peeled off my bedroom wall
to keep as my imaginary company
only when the lights flicker do i catch
a glimpse of you and your intentions
but they are too easy to ignore in the dark
so i keep the blinds closed shut and try
to sleep in but get up before sunrise anyway
because when the light peeks back in
i can see your water bottle on my bedside
and your shoes tossed over by the door
thinking about all the things i can no longer ignore
so i swap secrets with the pillow until you’re gone
feel the light hit through the window
and forget whatever it is that i have lost
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Recipe For Fig Jam
Akiem Gough

Get ready and set
to shine as bright
as the pristine metal cylinders.
One taller than it is wide,
one wider than it is tall.
both, as round, ripe and ready
as the purple planets in your hand.
Spawns of pluto
with streaks painted by the sun,
rolling in your hand middle
as smoothly as water
slips across and down their curves.
Now, make each one into two
with a longitudinal incision
and sever the poles. A temporary disaster but
here erupts a burst of aroma,
reminding of the rebirth to come.
Gently place them in
the wide pristine cylinder.
Bedazzle with sweet, fine crystals.
Make the flame as powerful
as the magic wand of wood
you use to sway them in soft orbits.
Now all the twos are becoming one.
They raise balloons in celebration.
Give them a solid sky
so the balloons don’t escape to space.
The flame is ready to rest
and you can too, for 10 minutes a time.
Mercury comes in
the shape of a long thin rod
with bold even scratches. A saucer flies in from the cold spot
to deliver the message:
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it is ready and set.
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Illumination
Slater Smith

He, being light, is also the leaving of it
and, therefore, he is also what waits
in the absence, standing straight, arms open
like a canal when the water rushes in
to fill and then spills because, being a gate
of sorts, he can only remain open for so long.
Watching him in this form, I am reminded
of sacrifice–how the light lives to cover
the darkness, to protect from what lurks beneath
before vanishing, beaming in its departure
as the dying stars do or as his smile does
when it is most true, shimmering in the radiance
of that which can only be called love,
or his name because he is light as well as love,
divided equally between the two as few things are.
Speaking of light–sacrifice, the necessary gone
underappreciated, he is that. I love to speak of
him but often cannot find the words to.
His influence is covert. It does not boast, proclaim
itself or announce its presence, like a lion after a kill.
Like love, it shows up when it is needed most.
Like light, he shows up when it is most dark
and the raucous rain, berating the ground because
it can, shows no hope for reprieve. In that moment,
when fear grips tight, the light floods on in.
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Ship I Board At Night
Kelly Morgan

You are the one my heart opens into
when quiet falls on the world and we
find night — when fragments of light shimmer blue
around us as we float closer to sleep.
Muffled clocks tick, slipping under the dark,
and this silence aches with our home hidden
in the ocean we breathe. Dear one, you are
beckoning, but I would come unbidden,
regardless of your voice, purple and low
—its foggy shape outside your parted lips—
because the waves that swell this ocean grow
to beating pulse each time I board your ship.
I turn to where you are and there I am,
choosing sea always over heavy land.
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golden hour
Dr. Todd Fuller & Quin Carver Johnson

I would dare tickle the sun’s
falling light across your legs
with only glances, the way
the moon drags the tides
like sheets over a bed of sand
and in those golden hours
as afternoon romances evening,
see: how the sky transforms
drapes thick gold on all the walls
how work gives way to rest
and streets awake with chatter,
children released from school,
and down the hall the baby stirs,
but not yet. No,
I would halt this moment,
hold everything in place, stuck
somewhere in the between
and study, for hours, the way
the light falls, soft, against you.
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confessions to the earth as she heals me in return
Shanelle Huynh

high up on the mountain, i see the empty valley
i keep my eyes peeled, daring it to stare back at me
i spread my arms, arch my back,
		
and my teeth greet the sky
		
		
		

i open my mouth and hear screaming, my

screams and screams and screams until my lungs

beg for air like i begged you— do you remember
how i asked you to stay, how you described a person
so different from me but i said i could grow into her someday
		
i don’t know why i was so willing to change for you
			
all i know is you never asked me to
i’ve just been itching to get out of this body either way
i keep screaming
		
			

my throat burns and i go to reach it, knowing
it is not used to the sound of my own voice
i kick at the dirt and my feet get a glimpse of
what it’s like to stand up for myself and not back down
what it’s like to take up space and let myself feel proud

i scream to the mountains and my echo self cries out to me
			
the clouds bear witness to my undoing
					my rebecoming
for this second, i finally let myself breathe
remind my body that i exist and i am so sick of denying it
the flowers whisper advice to me in between screams
and the wind keeps kissing at my cheeks, my ears
i let my tears water the ground soil,
hoping i will set roots down
allow myself to grow
a foundation
that isn’t in someone
else’s hands
where i don’t have to be cradled to survive
where i can ask my bones to hold me up
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and they don’t respond with why
where i can come home to myself
			
and feel safe
even if no one else is there to greet me
		

at some point i have fallen to my knees
still unsure of how to handle my own loudness
		
i think to myself, why am i so afraid to be seen?
		
why has it taken me twenty years to even let nature
		
see me whole? see me broken? see me healing?
see me holding myself in the dirt and the grass
looking out into the earth, i have been asleep for so long
begging someone to take the wheel, so i don’t make a turn wrong
		
i refused to look out my window for days, scared
of bearing all the weight of the lives i am not living
like the parallel universes where i was good enough for you
where all of the lies of love that you told me were true
i scream out i miss me
				
		

i have been grieving my own loss
have kept myself so quiet that once
i start being honest with the earth, i can’t stop

i become so aware that this ground could swallow me whole
that i am a speck on this floating, spinning, rock i can’t control
			
but i dare myself to be brave
to be not unafraid, but afraid and unflinching anyway
		
to face the emptiness i am so scared of
		
and fill it with my own love
i know now i never needed your acceptance
to know that i am good enough
i want to wander this land
like yes i am good
and yes i belong
like if i am at least living
then i can’t be doing it wrong
this screaming
this unleashing
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has taken so much from me
that i didn’t know i had
but given me that much more
			
that i deserved back
i want to get used to the sound of my voice and call it beautiful
		
so i rename myself the sun’s competition
			
and spill my poetry to her
			
knowing she will understand
			
we are kindred souls constantly
			
burning in isolation and reveling in it
			
the sun shines her sympathy over my skin
and i scream apologies to myself for once
the empty valley of me screams forgiveness back
it is this moment that i finally learn
				
to accept who i am, where i am at
			
i still find echoes buried in my ears
			
when i come back inside
			
throat raw, eyes dirty
		
hands open, breath heavy
		
holding my own weight
but not feeling so guilty for it anymore
feeling lighter, thankful
for the feeling of growing pains in my legs
i step into the bathroom in front of the mirror
cataloguing my presence one by one
i piece myself together
promising to never give
those parts of me away
again
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Ode to the Sun
Akiem Gough

How adorning
the blue tinted shadows
you make in the curvatures
of my crystals, that have dried
further away from the wet blue,
as you send showers of light
to dance with me.
White but so warm
they appear yellow,
and I am the wet blue.
How they gather
atop me
and become too much
for the eye,
until the earth tilts
to change their color
and how you are seen.
Power to grace
and back and forth
and all at once,
and my soft yellow eyelashes
around full and curious pupils,
dilated and wide
open to accept your offerings.
I am beautiful because you are,
and you ask nothing of me
in return.
My green body is nourished,
I shed my not so green skin,
for those parts know satisfaction
well enough already.

Now you make the sky
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the color we wish to show
and it pulls like fresh silk
from our guts,
that slow-burn pink.
That slow-burn pink.
That slow-burn pink
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Espero
Ainsley Chac

Espero,
Slow sweeping steps, patient healing force
Loving embrace.
I wait,
Sun glows beyond sturdy mountains
Mighty Inland Empire.
Rocky heaps,
Watchfully observe tumbleweeds
Whisk across desert grounds.
Dusty dirt path,
Settles into laughter and crisp night skies
Sounds of Getaway.
Grape farmer from Delano,
Exposes the holes
Peeled open towards dusk.
He waits,
Releases seed of encouragement
Careful hands meet to close soil.
Tender pats with palms,
He smiles
The sun never fails to rise.

Espero.
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